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Introduction of "hidden layers", nonlinear activation fimctions, and error back-
propagation sets a starting point of a new era in the history of artificial neural networks 
by overcoming the theoretical limitations of perceptrons and earlier linear networks. 
Representing intermediate processing and computing nonlinear recognition fimctions by 
the popular Backpropagation Algorithm [18] triggered neural networks research. 
Backpropagation applied to the practical applications for training multi-layer feed-
forward networks. A neural network is a system of neurons linked to each other by 
weighted connections. Training a neural network is the process of adjusting the 
connection weights to minimize the difference between the desired output and the 
produced output. Whether the neural network is created by hardware or software, it is a 
mathematical system consisting of information that is represented by a large number of 
real-valued parameters. This structure creates the fundamental problem of the neural 
networks: poor understanding of the system and training process. Applying visualization 
techniques, such as representing the parameters by different graphical objects with 
different attributes, can improve the understanding of the training process and the system. 
This paper discusses scientific visualization and simulation methods applied to 
neural networks and presents the simulator (VisuaINN) designed for visualizing the 
neural network, its parameters, and training process. 
The next chapter provides a brief introduction and information about neural 
networks, learning in neural networks, and learning algorithms used in the simulator. The 
third chapter discusses the simulation and visualization methods. Chapter IV introduces 
the visual neural network simulator VisualNN 1.0 and discusses its design and 
implementation issues. Chapter V presents how it is used with an example network. The 
final chapter contains the results and discusses what else can be done for improving the 
performance, efficiency, and applicability of the simulator. Appendices contain the forms 
and source code of the simulator. 
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II 
NEURAL NETWORKS AND LEARNING 
Neural Networks Fundamentals 
A neural network is a system of highly interconnected neurons. A neuron simply 
has two parts: an adder function I and an activation (transfer) function F (Figure 1). A 
neuron combines the inputs and sends an output value based on the nature of the 
acltivation function [19]. The output of a neuron can be described as follows: 
O=F( L W;Ii ) 
i 
Selection of an activation function depends on the problem. In this study, the 
popular sigmoid function which takes any input and squashes the output into the range 0 
to 1 is used [2]. This function is differentiable and works according to the following 
expressIOn: 
0=---
where 0 is the output and i is the input of the function (Wi J i ). 
Inputs I 
~ Output a l~ 
Figure 1 A simp~e neuron 
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The output of a neuron can be connected to the input of another neuron via 
connections weights. Neurons are usually organized into groups called layers. Outside 
connection of a network is provided only by the input and output layers. That is the 
reason for calling the intermediate layers hidden layers. A network with no feedback 
from one layer to another is called a feedforward network. A neuron receives signals 
from previous layer neurons and sends a signal to the next layer neurons. If each neuron 
in a layer has a connection to each neuron in the next layer, this type of network is called 
fully-connected. Generally, the behavior of a network is determined by the connection 
weights. A learning rule modifies the connection weights and determines the network 
behavior. The learning method we used in this study is caned supervised learning. It 
modifies the cOlmection weights by the information gathered from the comparison of the 
desired output and actual output [6] [19]. 
Learning in Neural Networks 
Regardless of the type, all neural networks learn by example, including 
unsupervised networks which are not told when they are right or wrong. Since we are 
interested only in supervised networks, this needs to be explained. Networks with 
supervision are trained with pairs of information: an input pattern and an output (desired) 
pattern. Training is a process of presenting each pair, or exemplar, to the network, one at 
a time. The network produces an output pattern after the presentation of the input pattern, 
and compares the produced output with the desired output. The learning algorithm adjusts 
the weights in order to reduce the difference between the desired output and the produced 
output. This process is repeated for all the training pairs until the network learns all ofthe 
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pairs as well as it can. Presenting all the training patterns to the network once is called an 
epoch. 
Learning Algorithms 
Backpropagation Algorithm with Momentum Parameter 
Standard backpropagation algorithm iteratively adjusts the connection weights to 
minimize the difference between the desired output and actual output by propagating the 
error backward through the network. The algorithm contains two main parts: a forward 
pass and a backward pass. The forward pass takes the input pattern I, presents it to the 
network, and produces the network output pattern 0 after intermediate processing. The 
backward pass fmds the total error E in the output by the following: 
where Ek is the error at kth representation, 0 is the produced output, and T is the 
target output of one training example. 
J1 
Ek (w) = L (0" - T )2 
I I 
i = I 
where n is the number of output neurons. 
The total error over the complete training set is then calculated: 
where m is the number of training examples. 
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The algorithm just computes the partial first derivative of the overall error 
function E with respect to each weight Wi in the network. When the derivatives are 
given, a minimization process (gradient descent) on E can be carri'ed out. In general, the 
connection weights can be modified at the kth input/output pair by the following: 
where e is the learning rate (step size). 
We need an appropriate learning rate for the modification of the weights. This 
creates the biggest problem for the algorithm. In order to get stable convergence, a small 
learning rate has to be chosen, but having a sman learning rate leads to very slow learning 
[9]. On the other hand, too large a learning rate leads to an unstable algorithm. A 
momentum term was introduced to deal with the problem. The weight at time t- ] is added 
to the weight at the time t with the momentum parameter [16]. The adjustment of the 
weights can be described as 
Wij = Wij + L1wij 
where L1wij is a matrix representing the change in matrix wij. 
The matrix L1wij' is computed as follows: 
JWij(l) = eEj Ii + 6>Jwij' (1-1) 
wher,e e is the momentum factor, Ej is the error vector, and Ii is the input vector. 
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Inclusion of the weights at the time t-1 does not mean that time is incorporated 
into the network. It only means that weight modification may depend on the previous 
modification made. 
The Ouickprop Algorithm 
Fahlman's Quickprop algorithm [7] proceeds like the backpropagation algorithm 
except it keeps copies of the error derivatives of the previous epoch and the differences 
between the current and previous values of the weights. Therefore, the weight updates 
differ from the backpropagation algorithm. The computation of the weights uses only the 
information local to the weight being updated: 
where SU(t) and Sij(t-l) are the current and previous values of the error derivative. 
The basis for this weight updating fannula lies on two assumptions: first, the error 
vs. weight curve for each weight can be approximated by a parabola whose arms open 
upward; second, the change in the slope of the error curve as seen by each weight is not 
affected by aU of the other weights that change at the same time [7]. 
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Delta-Bar-Delta Algorithm 
Delta-Bar-Delta is another heuristic approach to speed up the convergence of the 
training process for neural networks. This method assumes that the learning rate for one 
weight may not be appropriate for another weight. Thus, every connection weight should 
have its own learning rate [11] [16] . This is achieved by the following method.: when the 
sign of the weight update changes for several steps, the learning rate for that weight is 
decreased. If the sign is the same for several steps, the learning rate for that weight is 
increased [16]. 
Generally speaking, each weight may be quite different in terms of its effect on 
the overall error surface. Changing the learning rate continually for each connection over 
time may speed up the connection weight convergence. This method increments the 
learning rate linearly to prevent the step taken from being too large. Decrementing is 
done geometrically to ensure the step size is positive. 
Conjlugate Gradient Algorithm 
This algorithm differs from the three methods explained earlier in several ways. 
This is a minimization approach to solve the slow convergence problem of the standard 
backpropagation algorithm. The algorithm requires line search in each iteration [9]. Line 
search is used to find the minimum point along the search direction. For a gradient 
descent method, the search direction can be found from the gradient vector. 
Given an initial point x, and a search direction d, the line search problem is the 
minimization ofthe following: 
8 
F(a) = F(x + ad) 
where F is function to be minimized, a is a scalar value which has to be found in 
order to minimize the function. 
A conjugate gradient method can be easily adapted to neural networks since it 
only involves function evaluations and/or gradient calculations [20]. The function we are 
going to evaluate is the error function which is gathered from the difference of the 
produced output and the desired output after the forward pass of the backpropagation 
algorithm. The calculation of the derivative of the error function with respect to the 
weights is used to find a search direction. Another difference of this method is that the 
error function is based on the entire training set. This method is called batching where 
weights are updated after an epoch instead of modification after each input/output pattern 
presentation (incremental updating). 
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NEURAL NETWORK SIMULATION AND VISUALIZATION 
Today many neural network simulators are publicly available to researchers, most 
of them free of charge. However, almost every research group prefers to develop its own 
simulator. This is because of efficiency, flexibility, correctness, and maintainability 
concerns [12]. Although it is limited in the maximum size of the network that can be 
created, we tried to develop an efficient, flexible, maintainable, and correct simulator. 
VisualNN is designed for flexibility and user-friendliness. For correctness, we tried to 
minimize the duplication of the code. Visualizing is a key to find obvious problems of the 
simulations [12]. Thus, it has been helpful to correct the problems as weH as to 
understand the learning process. 
Neural Network Visualization Methods 
This section describes some of the visualization methods that have been used to 
understand the learning and structure of neural networks. The methods developed for 
visualizing neural networks are not limited to those we explain in this chapter. There are 
other visualization methods such as trajectory diagrams and hyperplane diagrams [5]. 
They are either out of the scope of this study or devdoped for different purposes. We will 
explain the visualization methods used in VisualNN in the next chapter. 
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Hinton Diagrams 
One of the pioneering methods developed to visualize neural networks,. almost as 
old as the Backpropagation algorithm, was the Hinton diagram [10]. H provides a visual 
display of the connection weights and bias weights related to a particular neuron in a 
network. Figure 2 shows an example network. The diagram shows the signs and 
magnitudes of all incoming and outgoing connection weights and bias weights. A box 
represents each weight on the diagram. The sign of the weight is represented by the color 
of the box (white-positive, black-negative) whil,e the magnitude of the weight is 
represented by the area of the box. 
To Output 
To/From Hidden Units 
From Inputs 
Hidden Neuron 1 
• 
•• 
Hidden Neuron 2 Output Neuron 
Figure 2 An example network with Hinton diagrams 
Even though Hinton diagrams help to understand a neural network by making it 
easy to see the signs and magnitudes of the connection weights and bias weights that 
contribute to a neuron's activation, it is a weak method for visualization, because the 
topology of a network is not clear from a set of Hinton diagrams. 
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Bond Diagrams 
The bond diagram, like the Hinton diagram, provides a visual display for the sign 
and magnitude of each connection weight and bias weight in the network [22]. Figure 3 
shows an example bond diagram. In this method, each neuron represented by a disk. For 
hidden layer and output layer neurons, the size of the disk shows the magnitude of the 
neuron's bias weight. The connection weights are represented by bonds linking the disks. 
The sign of the weight is r,epresented by different colors while the magnitude of the 
weight is represented by the amount of the bond. The topology of a network is apparent 
from the bond diagrams but it is not easy to see how the connection weights add up 
against a bias weight This is due to the representation of weights and biases with 
different objects. 
Figure 3 A bond diagram 
Lascaux Visualization Method 
Craven and Shavlik developed a neural network visualization tool, called Lascaux 
[5]. We refer to the methods used in the interface provided by Lascaux as Lascaux 
visualization methods. Visualization is appbed to the forward propagation of activations, 
1.2 
the backward propagation of error, and changes to the connection weights and bias 
weight of the network. A neuron is represented by a box (Figure 4). The activation of 
each neuron is represented by a bar-like display. The level of the display filled with black 
represents the activation of the unit. The display is completely filled if the neuron is 
active. The display is not fined at all if the neuron is inactive. 
' . 
. '
Figure 4 A neuron in Lascaux 
Connection weights and bias weights are represented by lines. The sign of the 
weight is represented by the type of the lines (solid line-positiv,e, dashed line-negative) 
while the magnitude of the line is represented by the width of the line. Activation display 
is divided into two and the bar on the left is used for representing the error. 
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VisualNN NEURAL NETWORK SIMULATOR 
As mentioned above, the objective of this study was to develop a user-friendly 
neural network simulator. VisualNN was developed using Microsoft Visual Basic 4.0 for 
Windows, and is a 32-bit application that runs under Windows NT and Windows 95. This 
means that the simulator is an event-driven application. The simulator contains a visual 
screen that shows the changes in the network graphically, a value screen that shows the 
changes in numbers, and an error graph screen that shows the change in the error value of 
the system after each iteration. 
The simulator is very flexible in several ways. First, the user is able to select the 
training algorithm fwm the four algorithms mentioned above. Second, the user is abl.e to 
edit the training set, network parameters, and test data at run-time. The user is also able to 
decide the number of hidden layers, either 1 or 2, the number of neurons in each layer, 
and whether neurons have bias connections or not. 
At the beginning, a network must be created. In order to train the network, a 
training set must be created. The trained network then can be run either on the training set 
or on the test set. For further convenience all of the created information, either network or 
data files, can be saved for later usage. Saving the network would be especially helpful 
for the user. A network file contains the structure of the network including the number of 
hidden layers and number of neurons in each layer, bias information, connection weights, 
and/or bias weights. The training and test files contain sets of input/output patterns. 
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Design and Implementation of the Simulator 
VisualNN consists of three main windows: main window which includes the 
menus, error graph window, and network values window. Figure 5 shows the mam 
windows of the simulator. There are nine other windows supporting the menu and 
simulation events. 
0.00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Figure 5 Main windows of the simulator 
The next two sections contain the decisions involved In implementation and 
design of the simulator. 
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Design Decisions 
a. One hidden layer is always capable of solving any problem for neural network 
applications [9]. Two-layer networks are rarely used, although a two-layer 
network ,can solve a problem more economically. The user can select a one or 
two-hidden-layer architecture (the default is one hidden layer). 
b .. The user is able to set the random initialization range of the connection weights 
(default -0.3, +0..3). 
c. The user can select either at bias or non-bias option (the default is non-bias). 
d. A threshold value determines whether to show the connection or not. If the 
magnitude of the connection is less than this value, the line is not drawn. 
e. The maximum number of neurons is eight for each layer. 




Figure 6 New network window 
f. The user is able to see the error graph and the network values as wen as the 
visual network. 
g. The training and running process can be done by a "Step" or a "Full" option. In 
the step option, the program waits until the "Continue" button is c1ick;ed after 
each iteration (Figure 8). 
h. Speed of the simulation is adjustable (Figure 8). 
L All inputs and outputs are disks and the sign of the value is represented by 
different colors ( as default, negative values are red, and positive values are 
green). Increase or decrease in both directions (positive or negative) is reflected 
to the screen as absolute values. 
J. The adder function in a neuron is represented by the "gauge" control of Visual 
Basic where we can dynamically change the min and max values. The reason 
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for this approach is that we cannot know in advance the total sum of the 
incoming signals. 
Figure 7 Maximum possible network 
k. Scaling for the neuron inputs and outputs is the same. 
\. The user is able to stop the simulation at any time and to see everything in the 
simulation until the "Close" option is selected in the "File" menu or the "Stop" 
icon is clicked. 
m. The user is able to save the network, training set, and test set, and to open 
previously saved files (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8 Options window 
fi. When the training algorithm is selected, the user must enter the necessary 
parameters, depending on the algorithm (Figure 10). 
o. Unlike the other parts of the network, a non-linear enlargement method is used 
for connection and bias weights. As seen in Figure 7, the system is already 
complicated. For the sake of darity, the color of the cotUlection line represents 
the value of that connection (Figure 11). 
p. The user is able to create the training and test set as well as to edit the 
network, training, and test files (Figure 12). 
q. A window in the Help menu shows the instructions related to the use of the 








Figure 9 File saving process 
Figure 10 shows the parameters window for the Backprop aMgorithm. Figure 11 
shows the Whatis form of the simulator where the visuaMization methods of the simulator 













Figure 12 New training set creation window 
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in:n 
eate a network, trairung set or test set. 
A network must exist bejore creating a training set or I.p.;<;'f. :~\"'ij:!t l 
a network, training, or test file. 
Netw"ork files '" .net 
Training files "'.tm 
Test Files '" .tst 
A network must exist bejore opening a trainlngfile or tes 
ar the netw"ork, training set or test set from the system. 
the network causes the system to be reinitialized. 
Figuf,e 13 Instructions window 
Implementation Decisions 
Efficiency and correctness were the most important concerns of the development 
of the simulator. The following decisions were made to ensure the correctness, memory 
efficiency (dynamic arrays), and efficient use of the storage space (minimum number of 
parameters ): 
a. An object pointer array is assigned to each object type group (i.e. lines) for 
fastest access to each object, e.g., 
Set LinesPointer2(1, i) = mainFrm.Linel(16 - i) 
Set CurrentAdder = AddGauge2(i - 1) 
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b. Instead of having only one matrix for all the connection weights and bias 
weights, we use different matrix arrays for each layer's connection weights 
and different vector arrays for each layer's bias weights. 
I Weight array pointers for each layer 
Public Wl(), W20, W30 As Single 
I Bias weight array pointers for each layer 
Public bWIO, bW20, bW30 As Single 
c. Instead of having fixed SIze arrays, we use dynamic arrays to avoid 
unnecessary allocation of memory. 
ReDim Wl(l To inputNeurons, 1 To hlNeurons) 
If bias = 1 Then 
ReDim bWl(l To h l Neurons) 
End If 
If hLayers = 2 Then 
ReDim W2( I To hI Neurons, 1 To h2Neurons) 
RceDim W3(l To h2Neurons, 1 To outputNeurons) 
Ifbias = 1 Then 
ReDim bW2(1 To h2Neurons) 
ReDim bW3(1 To outputNeurons) 
End If 
Else 
ReDim W2(l To hlNeurons, 1 To outputNeurons) 
If bias = 1 Then 
ReDim bW2(1 To outputNeurons) 
End If 
End If 
d. For the efficient use of the storage space, the minimum number of parameters 




files: network files, training set files, and test set files, where file extensions 
are .net, .Im, and .Ist, respectively. 
e. Even though they have different extensions, training and test files can replace 
each other. 
The foHowing are the file formats used in the simulator: 
Network FiLe Format 
<Number of hidden layers> 
<Bias> 
I Neurons in Layers 
'1 or 2 
'0 or 1 
<Input> <First Hidden> [<Second l-hdden>] <Output> 
I Weights 
<WI 1> <> <> ... <Wl,first hidden neurons> 
<> ........................................................... . 
<> 
<W input neurons, 1> <> ... <W inputneurons, first hidden neurons> 
[<Bias 1> <> <> ... <Bias first hidden neurons» 
[<Bias 1> <> <> ... <Bias output neurons>] 
Training and Test File Format 
Although they have different extensions, training and test files have the same 
<Number of VO pairs (K» <Number of Inputs (N» <Number of Outputs (M» 
<Input 1,1> <> <> ... <Input I,N> <Output 1,1> <> <> ... <Output LM> 
<Input K,I> <> <> ... <Input K,N> <Output K,I> <> <> ... <Output K,M> 
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Representing the Weights 
Unlike the inputs, the outputs, and the adders, the color and thickness of the lines 
cannot be changed by the user. The following coloring and non-linear sizing method is 
used for the lines representing connection and bias weights: 
Color Size Magnitude of the weight 
Bright White 1 <2 
Light YeHow <3 
Light Blue 1 <4 
Blue 2 <6 
Black 2 <8 
Light Magenta 3 <11 
Light Red 3 <14 
Light Red 4 <28 
Light Red 5 > 28 
Visual Basic Controls 
The following Visual Basic controls are used In the design of the window 
interfaces of the simulator: 
a. Line control: A Line control is a graphical control displayed as a horizontal, 
vertical, or diagonal line. This control is used to draw lines on forms at design 
time. 
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b. Shape control: This control is a graphical control displayed as a rectangle, 
square, oval, cirde, rounded rectangle, or rounded square. 
c. TextBox control: This control, sometimes called an edit field or edit control, 
displays information entered at design time, entered by the user, or assigned to 
the control in code at run time. 
d. Label control: This is a graphical control used to display text that a user cannot 
change directly. 
e. Frame control: A Frame control provides an identifiable grouping for controls. 
It can also be used to subdivide a form functionally. 
f. Gauge control: This contro[ creates user-defined gauges with a choice of linear 
(filled) or needle styles. This is used for the adder function in a neuron. 
g. ComboBox control: This control is the combination of a TextBox control and a 
LmstBox control that users can enter information in the text box portion or 
select an item from the list box portion of the control. 
h. Grid control: This control displays a series of rows and columns. The 
intersection of a row and column is a cell. The contents of each cell can be read 
and set in code. This is used in the network values window. 
1. SSTab control: This control provides a group of tabs, each of which acts as a 
container for other controls. Only one tab is active in the control at a time. 
JI . SSCommand control: This control is the 3D emulation of the standard Visual 
Basic command button control, which performs a task when the user either 
clicks the button or presses a key. 
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k. Graph control: This control allows the user to design graphs interactively on 
the forms. At run time, the new data can be sent to the graph. This control can 
draw them, print them, copy them onto the Clipboard, or change their styles 
and shapes. This control is used to create the error graph of the simulator. 
I. RichTextBox control: This control is similar to Textbox control but different 
text fonts and colors can be used. 
m. Common Dialog control: This control allows the user to access Windows' 
Open, Save, Save As, and Color dialog boxes. 




RUNNING THE SIMULATOR WITH AN EXAMPLE NETWORK 
This chapter introduces VisuaUNN and its use by using the XOR network that 
learns the exclusive-or problem. 
Creating the Network 
Before anything else is done, a network must be created. To create the XOR 
network; 
1. Select New-Network from File menu. 
2. Enter the following: 
Hidden layers : 1 
Bias : 1 
Initial Weight Range : 0.3 
Threshold for Weights: 0.31 
Input Layer : 2 
I-lidden Layer 1 : 2 
Output Layer : 1 
3. Click Create button. 
Figure 14 shows the resulting network, initial connection weights, and bias 
weights. As we see from the result, there is no connection between any neuron or bias. 
This is because of setting the initial weight range less than the threshold value. Since all 
the values between -0.3 and 0.3 are less than 0.31, aU the connection lines representing 






0.00 10 2!J 30 4l 50 60 '10 80 90 
Figure 14 Created XOR network with initial weights 
Creating the Training Set 
Now that we have created the XOR network, we must create some input/output 
pairs to train it on. To create the training set: 
1. Select New-Training Set from the File menu. 
2. Enter the following input/output pairs: 
Inputs Output 
00 0 
o 1 I 
1 0 I 
1 1 0 
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Click Add! button after entering an input/output pair. 
3. Click OK button. 
Figure 15 shows the training and test set creation window before clicking the OK 
button. 
Figure 15 Training set creation window before OK button c1icked. 
Training the Network 
Since we have a network and a training set, we can train the network. To train the 
network: 
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-1. Select Training Algorithms-Quickprop (or any other algorithm) from Train 
menu. 
2. Enter the necessary parameters for Quickprop algorithm or accept the default 
values. 
3. Click OK button. 
4. Select Start from Train menu. 
Figure 16 shows the parameters window for Quickprop algorithm and Figure 17 
shows the trained network and final weights. 
Figure 16 Parameters window for Quickprop algorithm 
Training will continue until one of the foJIowing happens: 
1. From Train menu, End is selected. 
2. STOP icon is clicked. 
3. Error of the network is less than equal to Tolerance value. 
4. Maximum number of epochs is reached. 
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-Figure 17 Trained XOR network, weights, and error graph 
Testing the Network 
We now have a trained network. To test the network, we need to create a test set. 
Follow the training set creation steps with the following input/output pairs: 
Inputs Output 
0.1 0 a 
0.1 0.95 1 
0.95 0.1 1 
0.950.95 0 
To test the network select Start from the Run menu. Figure 18 shows the test 
results. 
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-sl Output(s) Result(s) 
00 0.000 0.1000 0.0671 
00 0.9510 1 000 0.9462 
0.1 010 1. 000 0.9461 
0.950 0.000 0.10837 
Value : 0.06578 
Figure 18 Test results for the XOR network 
Saving the Data to Files 
To save the network, select Save-Network from the File menu and give a file " ~, 
name (xor.net). To save the training set, select Save-Training Set from the File menu and 
.~ 
give a file name (xor.tm). To save the test set, select Save-Test Set from the File menu 
and give a file name (xor.tst). 
Figure 19 shows the contents of the files xor.net, xor.trn, and xor.tst. 
1 421 421 
1 000 0.100 
221 o 1 1 0.1 0.95 1 
-6.1493 -3.9751 I 101 0.950.1 1 I 





xor.net xor. tm xor.tst 
Figure 19 Contents of the XOR network data files 
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-VI 
RESULTS, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Results 
Visualizing the activations, inputs, outputs, and weights resulted in better 
understanding of the things happening inside the network during the learning process. As 
seen in Figure 20, understanding a neuron's behavior is rather easy. If the adder display is 
completely filled with red, the output is ° and the neuron is totalIy inactive. If the adder 
display is completely fi lled with green, the output is 1 and the neuron is totally active. 
° 
0.2 0.5 0.7 
Figure 20 A neuron with different activations 
Representing the weights with different size and color lines resulted in solving 
two important issues. First, being able to see the connection and bias lines with no ,effects 
(or with little effects) helped to minimize the number of neurons necessary for solving the 
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problem by discarding unnecessary neurons. Figure 21 shows the XOR network with 
unnecessary neurons. Neuron 5 and neuron 7 are the effective ones. Second, when the 
Figure 21 The XOR network with unnecessary neurons 
algorithm reaches a local minimum instead of the global minimum, it was easy to find the 
reason for that. It was also possible to see whether a neuron or a group of connection and 
bias weights causes the network to get stuck in a local minimum. Figure 22 shows the 
XOR network stuck in a local rillnimuffi. 
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Another resu]t we gathered from the simulator is a dilemma about random initial. 
weight range. Choosing a small initial weight range caused long training times but 
avoided getting stuck in a local. minimum. On the oth.er hand, choosing a large initial 
weight range decreased the number of presentations of training pairs but increased the 
chance of getting stuck in a local minimum. 
Figure 22 The XOR network that is stuck in local minimum 
Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to develop an efficient, flexible, and user-friendly 
neural network simulator as a teaching and research tool. For better understanding of the 
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simulation, scientific visualization techniques, such as representing the parameters by 
different graphical objects with different attributes, were used to represent the numerical 
data. The simulator was developed on the Microsoft Windows Operating System with the 
Visual Basic programming language as a 32-bit application for maintainability, software 
reuse, and greater accessibility. 
Applying scientific visualization techniques to the simulator was found to be 
helpful and useful for both understanding the i,earning proc,ess of neural networks and 
solving obvious design and implementation problems. Being able to inspect the effects of 
each neuron and connection weight visually was a great help in optimizing the system in 
terms of layers and number of neurons in each layer. A neuron with small (lighter) 
incoming connection lines and little or no output value can be considered to be a useless 
neuron. Thus, visualization was also helpful in the decision-making process of the neural 
1 t I " 
1 ! ,~ network design. Due to the performance of the graphics interface of Windows, training 
I' " 
large neural networks became slow and made the simulator impractical for research Il : : i\", , 
I :, , 
, purposes. Therefore, the simulator finds its best use as a teaching tool and as a research 
tool for smaller size neural network architectures. The speed of the learning algorithms is I- J 
:·,f 
all parameter dependent. In general, Conjugate Gradient Algorithm is the fastest and the , I 
Backprop Algorithm is the slowest algorithm. 
Future Work 
There are two main deficiencies of VisualNN. The first one is that the size of the 
network that can be created is limited and the second one is the slow speed of the visual 
simulation. The reason for the first one is to try to fit the network into one screen. In order 
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to get rid of this deficiency, the size can be made unlimited and only the parts of the 
network that are chosen by the user can be shown. The reason for the second one is the 
slow performance of the Windows Graphics Interface. In order to get rid of this 
deficiency, animation and the WinG method of Visual Basic can be used, but it will still 
be slower than with the DOS Graphics Interface. 
For further improvement and using all the capabilities of Windows, a toolbox can 
be created. The toolbox may contain the neuron object, the connection line object, etc. 
Finally, the simulator can have different neural network architectures such as 
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File Name: Main.frm 
Fonn Name: mainFrm 
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File Name: fnnAbout.frm 
Form Name: aboutFrm 
File Name: frmEdit.frm 
Form Name: frmEdit 
-~ -~~--
II File E diling ~~ rtJ 
- - - ~ - - - - ----
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File Name: frmError.frrn 
Form Name: frmError 
0.7 
Rms 
0.00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 801 90 
Epoch 
File Name: frmlnOut.frm 






FileName: frmInstructions. frm 
Form Name: frmlnstructions 
File Name: 
en a network, training. or test file. 
N etvlrork files "" .net 
Training files "".trill 
Test Files "" . tst 
A network must exist before opening a trainingfrle .or 
e 
ar the netvlrork, training set or test set from the system. 
,-,."'~or •• ,,, the network causes the system to be reinitialized. 
fnnNewNet.frm 
Form Name: newFnn 
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FHe Name: frmOptions.frm 
Form Name: frmOptions 
File Name: frmParams.fnn 
Form Name: paramFrm 
48 
File Name: frmResult.frm 
Form Name: frmResult 
File Name: frmValues.fnn 
Form Name: frmValues 
49 
File Name: frm Whatis.frm 







Allribute VB Name = "GlobaIDefs" 
,****************************************************.************** 
*** 
, VisualNN I.D 
, by Osman OZ Spring 1997 
, Computer Science Department, Oklahoma State University . Stillwater. OK 
,*************************************************.***************** 
*.* 
, Glohal Variables 
Public Algorithm As String 
Public hLayers As Byte 
Public bias As Byte 
Public inputNeurons As Byte 
Public outplllNelll"OnS As Byte 
Public h I Neurons As Byte 
Puhlic h2Neurolls As BYlc 
'At:tive training algorithm 
'# o/" hidden layers 
'Bias connection flag 
'# of input laycr neurons 
'# of output layer neurons 
'# of first hidden layer neurons 
'# of second hidden layer Ileurons 
, Pointers to the lines(wcighls) in each layer 
Public LincsPointer I () 
Puhlic LillesPointer2() 
Puoli<.: LinesPointerJO 
, Simulati()n colors 
Public NcgntiveColor 
Puhlic PosiliveColor 
Puhlic GaugeMa1l As Integer 
Puhlic DummyLine 
Puhlic LineValue As Single 
'Adder max value 
'Current line [minter 
'Current line(weightl value 
Public CurrcnlAdder 'Current neuron adder pointer 
Puhlic CurrenlAddValue As Single 'Current neuron adder value 
Public CurrenlDisc 'Current 110 pointer 
Public CurrentDiscValuc As Single 'Current 110 value 
, Weight array pointers for each layer 
Puhlic WI 0, W20. W3() As Single 
, Bias weight array pointers for each layer 
Public bW 10. bW20, bW30 As Single 
, Error/weight derivative array pointers 
Public FirstDeriO. FirslDer2(), FirsIDer30 As Single 
, Previous derivatives 
Public SeeondDerlO. SeeondDer2(), SecondDer30 As Single 
, Bias uerivalives 
Puhlic FirstDerb I O. FirslDerb20. FirstDerb3() As Single 
Public Se~~()ndDerb I 0, SeeondDerb20, SeeonuDerh3() As Single 
, Delta weight values 
Public dbWIO. dhW20. dbW30 As Single 
Public dWIO. dW20. dW30 As Single 
, Delta learning rate and learning rale for each weight(DBD alg) 
Public alpha I (), ulpha20. alpha30 As Single 
Public delta I (), delta20 . del\a30 As Single 
Public alphub I (), alphah20, alphab30 As Single 
Puhlic deliah 10. dcltah20. deltab3() As Single 
, Error values for each layer 
Publ ie errorH I O. errorH2(). errorOut() As Single 
, Output ror each layer 
Puhlie hi (), h20. 00 As Single 




Public iTrnMatrixO As Single 
Public oTrnMatrixO As Single 
. Test set lIO matrix pointer 
Public iTestMatrixO As Single 
Public oTeslMatrixO As Single 
Public Momentum As Single 'Momentum parameter 
Public LearningRate As Single 'Learning rate 
Public MaxLearningRate As Single 'Maximum learning rale(DBD and CG) 
Puhlic Tolerance As Single 'Max desired RMS value 
Public MaxEpochs As Integer '# of epochs 
'DBD parameters 
Public THETA As Single 
Public PHI As Single 
Public MinMax As Single 
Public LincThrcsholu As Single 
'Flags for msghox 
Public NetworkExist As Boolean 
Public TrainExisl As Boolean 
Puhlic TcstExist As Boolean 
Public NetworkSaved As Boolean 
Puhlic TrninSavcd As Boolean 
Public TcstSavcu As Boolean 
'Weight initializitaion range 
'Weight < this value is not visihlc 
Public Continue As Boolean 'Continue button click nag 
Puhlic Notfin As Boolean Training or testing finished flag 
Puhlic a 'Return value of msgbox 
Puhlic FilcSclcctcd As Byte 'New training or test set nag 
, # of I/O pairs 
.:tilauu~"- -- - -
Public TrnlOs As Integer 
Public Test[Os As Integer 
Public MaxFactor As Single 'Max weight growth factor (QP) 
Public SwitchThreshold As Single 'Switch to normal gradient 
descent(QP) 
Public IOType As String 
Public Speed As Integer 
Public Step As Boolean 
or not 
, Line search parameters 
'Whether run the simulator step-by-step 
Public IncreaseFactor, DecreaseFaetor As Single 
Public SuccessRange As Single 
'Restores the globals 
Public Sub GetDefauItsO 
hLayers = I 
bias = 0 
inputNeurons = 2 
h I Neurons = 2 
h2Ncurons ::; 0 
outputNeurons = I 
Momentum ::: 0.9 
LearningRate ::: 0.6 
Tolerance = 0.05 
MaxEpochs = SOO 
MaxLeamingRate::: 3 
MaxFaelor = 1.75 
SwitchThreshold = 0.2 
Min Max ;;;;: 0.3 





'Reset the accumulated delta values 
'for CO with Line Search 
Public Sub resetDeltasO 
For i == I To inputNeurons 
For j = I To h I Neurons 
delta I (i, j) = 0# 
Nextj 
Next i 
If bias = I Then 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
dcltab I (i) = 0# 
Next 
End If 
If hLayers = 2 Then 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To h2Neurons 
dclta2(i, j) = 0# 
Next j 
Next i 
If bias = I Then 
For i = I Tn h2Ncurnns 
dcltab2(i) = 0# 
Next 
End If 
For i = I To h2Ncurons 
For j = I To (lutputNcurons 
dclta3(i, j) == 0# 
Next j 
Next i 
If bias == I Then 
For i :; I To (lutplitNelirons 





For i == I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
della2(i, j) == 0# 
Nextj 
Next 
If bias == I Then 
For i = I To outputNeurons 





'Save the file Filename as net,trn,or 1st 
'decided by IOType 
Sub SaveFileAs(Filename) 
Dim Contents 
On Error Resume Next 
, Open the file . 
Open Filename For Output As # I 
, Display the hourglass mouse pointer. 
Screen .MousePointer = 11 
Select Case IOType 
Case "net" , Save network file 
NetworkSavcd == True 
I Add # of hidden layers 
Contents = Str(hLayers) 
Contents = Right$(Contents, Lcn(Contenls) - I) 
Pri nl # I, Contents 
, Add bias (0 or I) 
Contents == Slr(hias) 
Contents = Right$(Contents, Len(Contents) - I) 
Print #1 , Contents 
, Add # neurons in each laycr 




Contents::: Str(inputNeurons) + Str(h I Nellfons) + Str(h2Neurons) + 
Str( outputNeurons) 
Else 
Content.s::: Str(inputNeurons) + Str(hlNcuronsl + Str(outputNcufOIlS) 
End If 
Contents = Right$(Contents, Len(Contents) - I) 
Print # I, Contents 
For i ::: I To inputNeurons 'First layer to second layer connection weights 
Contents::: ,," 
weights 
For j ::: I To h I Neurons 
Contents::: Contents + Format(W I (i, j), "0.0000") + " " 
Nextj 
Print # I, Contents 
Next i 
If bias::: I Then ' Add bias weights 
Contents::: '''' 
For.i ::: I To h I Neurons 
Contents::: Contents + Format(bW I (j), "0.0000") + " " 
Nextj 
Print # I. Contents 
End If 
If hLayers ::: 2 Then . # of hidden layers=2 
Fori = I To h INeurons . Second layer to third layer connection 
Contents::: "" 
For j = 1 To h2Ncurons 
Contents = Contents + Forlllat(W2(i. j). "OO()(}O") + " " 
Next j 
Print # 1. Contcnts 
Next i 
I f bias ::: I '111en 
Contents = "" 
. add bias wcights 
For j = 1 To h2Neurons 
Contents::: Contents + Fonnat(hW2(j). "CU)()(){)") +" .. 
Next j 
~i..iJ"""~at!!JPf-~ 
Print # I, Contents 
End If 
For i::;:: I To h2Neurons ' Third layer to oulpullaycr 
connection weights 
Contents::: ,," 
For j ::: I To outputNcurons 
Contents::: Contents + FormatlW3(i, j), "(lOOOO") + ... , 
Nextj 
Print #1, Contents 
Next i 
If bias ,;:= 1 '11)cn ' add bias weights 
Contents:;;: "11 
For j ::;z I To h I Neurons 
Conients ;;: Contents + Format(bW3(j), "OJJOOO") + " u 
Nextj 
Print # 1, Contents 
End If 
Else I # of hidden layers::: 1 
F(lr i ::: I To h I Neurons' Second layer to output layer 
connection weights 
Contents::: 'In 
For j ::: I To outpulNeurolls 
COnlen(~ ;;: Cnntenll' + Format(W2(i, j). "0.0000") + ,. II 
Nextj 
Print # I, Contents 
Ncxt j 
If bias ,;:= I 'Then ' add bias weights 
Contents;::; ,,,. 
For j::: I To h I Neurons 
Contents:::: Contents + FOflOallhW2(j). "O.OO{)O") + " " 
Next j 








Screen.MousePointer = 0 
Case "trn" , Save training file 
TrainSaved = True 
Contents = Str(TrnIOs) + Str(inputNeurons) + Str(outputNeurons) 
Contents = Right$(Contents , Len(Contents) - I) 
Print # I, Contents 
For i = I To TrnIOs 
Contents = "" 
For j = I To inputNeurons 
Contents = Contents + Str(iTrnMatrix(i, j» 
Nextj 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
Contents:= Contents + Str(oTrnMatrix(i. j) 
Next j 
Contents = Right$(Contents, Len(Conknts) - I) 
Print # I, Contents 
Next i 
Close #1 
, Resetlhc mouse poinler. 
Screen.MousePointer = 0 
Case "tst" 
TestSaved '" True 
Contents = Str(TestIOs) + Str(inputNeurons) + Str(outrutNcurons) 
Contents = Righl$(Contcnts , Len(Contcnts) - I) 
Print #1. Contents 
For i '" I To TestIOs 
COnlcnts = "" 
For j = I Tn inputNcurons 
Contents .. Contents + Str(iTestMatrix(i. jll 
Ncxtj 
For j = I To (lutputNcurnns 
Contents = Contents + Str(oTcstMatrix(i.,i)) 
Nextj 
Contents = Right$(Contents. Lcn(Contents) - II 




, Reset the mouse pointer. 
Screen.MousePointer = 0 
End Select 
End Sub 
. Displays a Save As dialog box and returns a filename. 
, If the user chooses Cancel, returns an empty string. 
Function GetFileName(Filename As Variant) 
On Error Resume Next 
mainFrm.CD I.Filename = Filename 
lTIainFrm.CD I.ShowSave 
If Err <> 32755 Then ' User chose Cancel. 
GetFilcName = mainFrlTl.CD I.Filename 
Else 
GetFileName = "" 
End If 
End Function 
'Initializes the delta weight, first and second 
'derivatives. and alpha and delta arrays 
Public Sub initializeDeltaWcightsO 
For i = 1 To inputNeurons 
For j = I To h I Neurons 
dWl(i. j):= 0# 
FirstDer I (i. j) = 0# 
SecondDerl(i,j) = 0# 
delta I (i, j) = 0.1 
alpha I (i. j) = 0.1 
Next j 
Next i 
If hias := I Then 
Fur i ::; I To h I Neurons 
dhW I (i) = 0# 
FirstDerh I (i) := ()# 
V1 
-..J 
SecondDerb I (i) = 0# 
deltab I (i) = 0.1 
alphab 1 (i) = 0.1 
Next 
End If 
If hLayers = 2 Then 
For i = I To hI Neurons 
For j = I To h2Neurons 
dW2(i, j) = 0# 
FirstDer2(i, j) = 0# 
SecondDcr2(i, j) = 0# 
della2(i. j) = 0.1 
alpha2(i. j) = 0.1 
NCXlj 
Next i 
If bias = I Then 
For i = I To hlNclIrons 
dbW2(i) = 0# 
FirsIDcrb2(i) = 0# 
SecondDcrb2(i) = 0# 
deltab2(i) = 0. 1 
alrhah2(i) = 0.1 
Next 
End If 
ror i = I To h2Ncurons 
For j = I To OUlputNcUTons 
dWJ(i, j) = 0# 
FirstDcr3(i. j)::: 0# 
SccondDcr3(i . j) = 0# 
dclta3(i, j) = 0.1 
alpha3(i. j) = 0.1 
Ncxtj 
Next i 
If hias = I Then 
For i ;;;; I To oUlrutNclIrons 
JhW3(i) = 0# 
~~6.i4J.~-- -
FirstDerb3(i) = 0# 
SecondDerb3(i) = 0# 
dellab3(i) ::: 0.1 




For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j ;:;: I To outplltNeurons 
dW2(i, j) = 0# 
FirstDer2(i, j) = 0# 
SecondDer2(i, j) = 0# 
delta2(i, j) = 0. 1 
alpha2(i. j) = 0.1 
Nexlj 
Next 
If bias = I Then 
For i = I To outputNeurons 
dbW2(i) = 0# 
FirstDerb2(i) = 0# 
SccondDerb2(i) = 0# 
deltab2(i)::: 0.1 





'Initializes the Values form weight grid 
Puhlie Suh initialil.cGrdValucsO 
For i = 0 To 9 
For j = 0 To 34 
frmValues.grdW.Col = i 
frmValllcs .gn..lW.Row :: j 






'Initializes the Values form grid I 
Puhlic Suh initializcGrdsO 
Dim i As Byte 
frmValues.grdIO.Row = 0 
For i = 0 To 5 
frmValues.grdIO.Col = i 
frrnValues .grdIO.ColWidth(i):: 750 
Next 
frmValues.grdIO.Row = 0 
frIllValues .grdIO.Col = 0 
frmValucs .grd IO.FixedAlignlllcnt(Ol = 2 
frmValues.grdIOTcxt = "Input" 
fnnValucs .grdIO.Col = I 
fnnValucs .grdIO.FixcdAlignlllcnt( I) = 2 
fnnValucs .grdIO.Tcxl = "OUlput" 
frIllYalucs.gn.llO.Col = 2 
frmValucs .grdIO.FixedAlignlllcnl( 2) := 2 
frlllYalucs.grd IOTcxt = "Compuled" 
frm Values.grdIO.Col :: 3 
frill Valllcs.grdIO.FixcdAI ignlllcntl.~) = 2 
frmValllcs.grclIO .Tcxt::; "Sqr Errllr" 
frmValllcs.grdIO .Col = 4 
frIllValuc~.grdIO.FixcdAlignl1lcnl(4) = 2 
fnllValucs.grdIO.Tcx.t = "RMS" 
frmValucs .grdIO.Col ::; 5 
fnnValucs .grdIO.FixcdAliglllllcnt(S)::; 2 
frmValucs .grdIO.Tcxt = "Epochs" 
i,lJ.Id,i. ..; ....... .........-.;..;.0.."':;-
frmValucs.grdW.Row = () 
frmValues.grdW.Col = 0 
frmValues.grdW.CoIWidth(O) = 750 
frmValues .grdW.FixedAlignrncnl(O) := 2 
frmValues.grdW.Text = "Weights" 
For i = I To 9 
frmValues.grdW.Row = 0 
frmValues.grdW.Col = i 
frmValues.grdW.CoIWidth(i) = 650 
frmValues .grdW.FixedAlignrncnt(O) = 2 
frmValues.grdW.Text = Str$(i) 
Next 
End Sub 
'Initializes the pointers to the lines 
Public Sub initializeLinesO 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
If inputNeurons >= I Then 
Sct LinesPointerl (1, i) = mainFrm.Line I (i - I) 
End If 
If inputNeurons >= 2 Then 
Set LinesPointer I (2, i) = rnainFrm.Line2(i - I) 
End If 
If inputNcurons >= 3 Then 
Set LinesPointerl(3, i) = mainFrrn.Line3(i - I) 
End If 
If inputNeurons >= 4 Then 
ScI LincsPoinlcrl(4, i) = mainFrm.Linc4(i - I) 
End If 
If inputNcurons >= 5 Then 
Set LincsPointerl (5, i) = mainFrm.Line5(i - I) 
End If 
If inputNcurons >= 6 Thcn 
Sct LincsPointcrI(o. i):: mainFrm.Line6li - I) 
End If 




Set LinesPoinlerl(7, i) = mainFrm.Linc7(i - 1) 
End If 
If inputNeurons = 8 Then 
Set LincsPointerl(8, i) = mainFrm.Linc8(1 - I) 
End If 
Next i 
If hLayers = 2 Then 
For i ::: I To h2Neurons 
If h 1 Neurons >= 1 Then 
Set LinesPointer2(I, i) = mainFrm.Linel(16 - i) 
End If 
If h 1 Neurons >= 2 Then 
Sct LinesPoinler2(2. i) = mainFnn.Line2( 16 - i) 
End If 
If h 1 Neurons >= :3 Then 
Set LincsPoinler2(3. i) = mainFnn.Line3( 16 - i) 
End If 
Ir h 1 Neurons >= 4 Then 
ScI LinesPoinler2(4, i) = rnainFrm.Line4( 16 - i) 
End Ir 
If h I Ncurons >= 5 Then 
SCI LinesPninlcr2(5. i) = mainFrm.Line5( 16 - i) 
Enu If 
If h 1 Neurons >= 6 Then 
Set LinesPoinler2(o, i) = mainFrm.Line6( 10 - i) 
End If 
If h 1 Neurons >= 7 Then 
ScI LinesPoinler2(7. i) = lllainFrm.Line7( 16 - i) 
End If 
If h I Neurons = 8 Then 
Sct LincsPoinler2(8, i) = lllainFrm.Line8r 16 - i) 
End If 
Next i 
For i = 1 To outpulNeurons 
If h2Neurons >= 1 Then 
Sct LinesPoinler3(l. i) = mainFml.Line 1 (24 - i) 
...:~...,-
End If 
If h2Neurons >= 2 Then 
Set LinesPoil1ler3(2, i) :::: mainFnn .Line2(24 - i) 
End If 
If h2Neurons >= 3 Then 
ScI LinesPointer3(3, i) = mainFrm.Line3(24 - i) 
End If 
If h2Neurons >= 4 Then 
Set LinesPointer3(4, i) = mainFrm.Line4(24 - i) 
End If 
If h2Neurons >= 5 Then 
Set LinesPointer3(5. i) = lllainFrm.Line5(24 - i) 
End If 
If h2Neurons >= 6 Then 
Set LinesPointer3(6, i) = rnainFrm.Line6(24 - i) 
End If 
If h2Neurons >= 7 Then 
Set LinesPointer3(7, i) = mainFrm.Line7(24 - i) 
End If 
If h2Neurons = 8 Then 




For i = 1 To oUlpuLNeurons 
If h 1 Neurons >= I Then 
Set LinesPointer2( I, i) ::: mainFrm .Linc I (16 - i) 
End If 
If h I Neurons >'" 2 Then 
Set LinesPointer2(2, i) ::: rnainFrm.Line2( 16 - i) 
End If 
If h INeurons >'" 3 Then 
Sci LinesPointer2(3, i) = mainFrm.l.inc:l( I (i . i) 
End If 
If h I Neurons >= 4 Then 




If h I Neurons >= 5 Then 
Set LinesPointer2(5 , i) = mainFrll1.Line5( 16 - i) 
End If 
If h INeurons >= 6 Then 
Set LinesPointer2(6. i) :::: ll1ainFlln.Line6( 16 - i) 
End If 
If h I Neurons >= 7 Then 
Set LinesPointer2(7. i) = ll1ainFrm.Line7( 16 - i) 
End If 
If h I Neurons = 8 Then 





'Initially everything on thc visual screen 
'is disuhled(invisible) 
PuhliL: Sub initializeNetO 
Fm i = 0 To 23 'Lines arc not visible 
mainFrm.Line I (i).Visible = False 
mainFrlll .Line2(j) .Visihle = False 
rnainFrm.Line3(i).Visihle = False 
ll1ainFrlll.Line4(i).Vi~iblc = False 
mainFrm.Line5(i) .Visihle = False 
mainFrm.Line6(i). Visihle = False 
mainFrlll .Line7(i). Visihle :::: False 
mainFrlll.Line8(i).Visible = False 
Next i 
For i = 0 '1\) 7 The others 
l11ainFrm.hias l(i) .Visihle = False 
mainFnn.hline I (i).Visihle = False 
mainFrlll.bias2(i).Visiblc = False 
mainFml.hline2(il.Visihle = raise 
mainFIl11.hias3(i).Visihle:: False 
mainFml .hlinc3(i) .Visihlc = False 
... -~~"""'= -
mainFrm.lnputShp(i). Visible:::: False 
mainFrm.AddGauge I (i). Visible =: False 
mainFrrn.IDut I (i).Visihle = False 
mainFrrn.lBox I (i). Visible = False 
mainFrm.AddGauge2(i).Visiblc =: False 
mainFrm.fOut2(i) .Visihle :::: False 
mainFrm.lBox2(i).Visible ::: False 
mainFrm.AddGauge3(i).Visible = False 
mainFrm.fOut3(i).Visible = False 
mainFrm.fBox3(i).Visible ::: False 
Next i 
For i = 0 To 2 'Labels 
mainFrm.Lahell (i) . Visible = False 
Next i 
End Sub 
'Draws the network created 
Public Sub drawNetO 
'Show input layer neurons 
For i = I To inputNcurons 
mainFrm.JnputShp(i - 1 ).Visihle = True 
Next i 
For i = 0 To I 
mainFrm.Labell (I) . Visible:::: True 
Next i 
[r hLayers = 2 Then 'if two hidden layers 
For i ;: I To h I Neurons 'Show hidden one neurons 
mainPrm.AddGauge I (i - I). Visihlc = True 
muinFnn.lBox I (i - I) . Visihle = True 






For i == I To h2Neurons 'Show hidden two neurons 
mainFrm.AddGauge2(i - 1).Visible = True 
mainFrm.fBox2(i - I ).Visihle = True 
mainFrm.fOm2(i - 1).Visible = True 
Next i 
For i = 0 To oULputNeurons - 1 'Show output neurons 
mainFnn.AddGauge3(i).Visible = True 
mainFrm.fBox3(i) .Visihle = True 
mainFrm.fOut3(i).Visihle = True 
Next i 
If bias = I Thcn 'rf hias show bias units 
mainFrm.Labell (2).Visible = True 
For i = 0 To h I Neurons - I 
J1l;linFrrll.bias I (i ).Visiblc = True 
Next i 
For i = () To h2Ncurons - I 
mainFrm.hias2(i). Visible = True 
Next i 
For i = 0 To outputNcurons - I 
mainFrm.bias~(i).Visible == True 
Next i 
End If 
Else 'if one hidden layer 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
mainFrrll.AddGaugc I (i - I }.Visiblc = True 
mainFrm.fBox I (i - I ).Visihle = True 
mainFnn.fOull (i - I ).Visible = Trllc 
Next i 
For i = 0 To outputNeurons - I 
mainFrm.AddGauge2(i).Visiblc = Truc 
mainFrrn.fBox2(i).Visihlc = Truc 
mainFnnJOuI2(i).Visihlc = Tru,' 
Next i 
If hias = I Then 
",~lI.JC--'. 
mainFrm.Labcll (2). Visible = True 
For i = 0 To h I Neurons - I 
mainFrm.bias I (i). Visible = True 
Next i 
For j = 0 To outputNeurons - I 
mainFrm.bias2(i).Visible == True 
Next i 
End If 
mainFrm.Labell (I ).Top = 5400 
End If 
End Sub 
'Set or reinitialize neurons 
'in the network 
Puhlie Sub illitializeNcuronsO 
For i = I To inputNeurons 
mainFrm.InpuIShp(i - l).BorderWidth = I 
Next 
For i :;: I To h I Neurons 
rnainFrm.AddGaugel(i - 1).Value:::: () 
mainFrm.AddGauge I (i - I ).Max = GaugeMax 
mainFrrn.fOut I (i - I). BorderWidth = I 
Next 
Jf hLayers = 2 Then 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
mainFrm.AddGauge2(i - I ).Value = 0 
mainFrm.AddGauge2(i - I ).Max = GaugcMax 
mainFrmJOut2(i - I ).BorderWidth == I 
Next 
For i = () To nutputNeurons - I 
mainFrlll.AddGauge3(i).Value :::: () 
lllainFrm.AddGaugd(i) .Max :::: GaugeMax 




If bias:::: I Then 
For i = 0 To h I Neurons - I 
mainFrm.hias I (i).BorderWidth = I 
Next i 
For i :::: 0 To h2Neurons - I 
mainFrm.bias2(i).BorderWidth = J 
Ncxt i 





For i = 0 To output Neurons - I 
lllainFnn.AddGaugc2(i).Valuc = 0 
lllainFrm.AddGauge2(i ).Max :::: GaugeMax 
mainFrm.fOut2(i) .8orderWidth:::: I 
Next i 
If bias:::: I Then 
For i :::: () To h I Neurons - I 
mainFrlll .bias I (i ).BorderWidth :::: I 
Next i 
For i :::: 0 To output Neurons - I 





'Randomize the weights between -MlnMax and MinMax 
Public Suh randolllWeightsO 
Randomil.c Timcr 
For i :::: I To inputNeurllns 
For j = 1 To h I Neurons 




[r hLayers :::: 2 Then 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j :::: I To h2Neurons 
W2(i . j) = (MinMax * 2 * Rnd) - MinMax 
Nextj 
Next i 
For i :::: I To h2Neurons 
For j :::: I To outputNeurons 
W3(i. j) :::: (MinMax * 2 * Rnd) - MinMax 
Nextj 
Next i 
If bias:::: I Then 
For i :::: I To hi Neurons 
bWI(i) = (MinMax * 2 * Rnd) - MinMax 
Next i 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
bW2(i) :;;; (MinMnx * 2 * Rnd) - MinMax 
Next i 
For i :;;; [ To outputNeurons 




For i = 1 To h INeurons 
For j = 1 To output Neurons 
W2(i, j):::: (MinMax * 2 * Rnd) - MinMax 
Next j 
Next i 
If bias:::: I Then 
Fur i = I To h I Neurons 
hW Hi) = (MinMax * 2 * Rnci) - MinMax 
Next i 
For i = I To output Neurons 








'For better memory usage we have dynamic arrays. 
'At the beginning they are only pointers, now 
'the arrays will be created only the size we need 
'There is no static fixed size array 
Public Sub redimArraysO 
ReDim LinesPointerl(1 To inputNeurons, I To hlNcurons) 
ReDim WI (I To inputNeurons, I To h I Neurons) 
ReDim FirstDer I (I To inputNeurons. I To h I Neurons) 
RcDim SecondDcr I (I To inplltNeurons, I To hi Neurons) 
ReDim dW I (I To inputNeurons, I To h I Neurons) 
ReDil11 dW I (I To inrlltNellrons, I To h I Neurons) 
ReDim alpha I (I To inputNcurnns, I To h I Neurons) 
ReDim dclt.a I (I To inputNeurons, I To h I Neurons) 
RcDirn hi (I To h I Neurons) 
ReDilll o( I To outplItNcu('OIlS) 
ReDim errorOut( I To outpulNcurons) 
ReDim crrorH 1(1 To h I Neurons) 
If hias = I Then 
ReDim hW I ( I To h I Neurons) 
ReDim dhWI(I To hlNcurons) 
ReDim Firsllkrb I (I To h I Neurons) 
ReDirn SecondDerh I (I To hi Neurons) 
ReDim aJphah I (1 To h I Neurons) 
ReDim deItah 1 (I To h I Neurons) 
End If 
If hLayers = 2 Then 
- ~'-'" 
ReDim LinesPointer2( I To h I Neurons, I To h2Neurons) 
ReDim LinesPointer3( I To h2Neurons, 1 To outputNeurons) 
ReDim W2( I To hi Neurons, I To h2Neurons) 
ReDim W3( I To h2Neurons, I To outputNeurons) 
ReDim alpha2( I To h I Neurons, I To h2Neurons) 
ReDim alpha3( 1 To h2NeuI'ons, I To outputNeurons) 
ReDim delta2( I To hi Neurons, 1 To h2Neurons) 
ReDim deJta3(1 To h2Neurons, 1 To outputNeurons) 
ReDim FirstDer2( 1 To h I Neurons, I To h2Ncurons) 
ReDim FirstDer3( I To h2Nellrons, I To oulputNeurons) 
ReDim SecondDer2(1 To h lNeurons, I To h2Neurons) 
ReDim SecondDer3( I To h2Neurons , I To outputNeurons) 
ReDim dW2( I To hi Neurons. J To h2Neurons) 
ReDim dW3( I To h2Ncurons, I To outputNeurons) 
ReDim h2( I To h2Neurons) 
ReDim errorH2( I To h2Neurons) 
If bias = I Then 
RcDim bW2( I To h2Neurons) 
RcDim bW3( I To outputNeurons) 
ReDim alphab2( 1 To h2Ncurons) 
ReDim deltnb2( 1 To h2Neurons) 
ReDim alphab3( I To OUlpulNcurons) 
ReDim deltah3( I To outpulNeurons) 
ReDim FirstDcrh2( I To h2Neurons) 
ReDim FirstDcrh3(1 To outputNl'urons) 
ReDim SecondDerb2( I To h2Neurons) 
ReDim SeeondDerh3( I To outpulNeurons) 
ReDim dhW2( I To h2Ncurons) 






ReDim LinesPointer2( 1 To h lNeurons, 1 To outputNeurons) 
ReDim W2( 1 To h I Neurons, 1 To outputNeurons) 
ReDim FirstDer2( I To h I Neurons, I To outputNeurons) 
ReDim SecondDer2( 1 To h I Neurons, I To outputNeurons) 
RcDim dW2(J To hlNeurons , I To outputNclirons) 
RcDim dW2( I To h INeurons, I To outputNeurons) 
ReDim a\pha2(l To h I Neurons, I To oUlputNeurons) 
ReDim della2( I To h I Neurons, I To outputNeurnns) 
If hias = 1 Theil 
ReDilll hW2(l Tn outputNeurons) 
ReDilll FirstDcrb2( 1 Tn outputNclirons) 
ReDilll SecondDerh2( 1 Tn olltplllNellrnlls) 
ReDilll dhW2( 1 To outplItNeurons) 
ReDilll alphah2( I To outplltNcurons) 




'Update the lines after weight update 
Public Suh showLincs() 
Fm i = I To inputNeurons 
Fm j = I To h I Neurons 
Sct DummyLinc = LincsPointerl(i.j) 




If" \"lias = I Then 
for i = 1 To hi Neurons 
Set DUlllmyLinc = mainFrlll.hlinc I (i - I) 




If hLayers = 2 Then 
For i = I To h J Neurons 
For j = I To h2Neurons 
Set DummyLine::: LinesPointer2(i , j) 




If bias = I Then 
For i = I To h2Nelirons 





For i = I To h2Neurons 
For j : 1 To outplitNeurons 
Set DummyLine = LinesPointer3(i, j) 




If bias ::: I Then 
For i = I To outputNeurons 
Set DummyLine = rnainFrrll.hline3(i - I) 





For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To outplltNeurons 
Set DUlTllTlyLine = LincsPointcr2(i, j) 






If bias == I Then 
For i = 1 To outputNeurons 
Set DurnrnyLine = mainFrm.bline2(i - I) 






'Show the current weights 
Public Suh showWsO 
On Error OoTo Omit 
ActivcRow = I 
frm Valucs.grdW.Row = ActivcRow 
frmVnlucs.gnJW.Col == 0 
rrmValucs.grdW.FixedAlignmcnt(O) ~ 2 
frrnValucs.grdW.Tcxt = "Lnyer I" 
For i = 1 To inpulNeurons 
fnllValues.gn.1W .Row = AetiveRow + i 
frrn Valucs.grdW .Col = () 
frmValucs.grdW.FixedAlignmcnt(O) = 2 
frmValues.grdW.Tcxt = Slr$(il 
For j == I To h I Neurons 
LincValuc == W 10. j) 
frmValues.grdW.Row == ActivcRow + i 
frmValucs.grdW.Col == j 
frmVnlues.grdW.CoIAlignmcnt(j) = 1 
frmVnlucs.gnJW.Tcxt = Formal(LineValue. "#0.0000") 
Next j 
Next i 
ACliveRow = Acti.veRow + inputNcurons 
If hias = I Then 
ActivcRow = ActiveRow + I 
frmValues.grdW.Row = ActiveRow 
frmValues.grdW.Col = 0 
frmValues.grdW .FixedAlignlTlcnt(O) "" 2 
frm Valucs.grdW.Text = "Bias I" 
For i = I To h INeurons 
LineValue = bWI(i) 
frmValues.grdW.Row = ActivcRow 
frmValues.grdW.Col = i 
frmValucs.grdW.Text = Format(LineValue, "#0.0000") 
Next 
End If 
If hLaycrs == 2 Then 
ActiveRow == ActiveRow + I 
frmValues.grdW.Row = ACliveRow 
frmValues.grdW.Col == 0 
frm Val ues.grdW .FixedAlignment(O) = 2 
frmValues.grdW.Text = "Layer 2" 
For i == I To h I Neurons 
frmValues .grdW.Row = AdiveRow + i 
frrnValues.grdW.Col = 0 
frmValucs .grdW.FixedAlignment(O) == 2 
frrnValucs.grdW.Text = Str$(i) 
For j == I To h2Ncurons 
LineValue == W2(i,j) 
frrnValues.grdW.Row == ActivcRow + i 
frrnValues.grdW .Col = j 
frmValues.grdW.Text == Forrnat(LincYaluc, "#0.0000") 
Nextj 
Next i 
ActivcRow == AetiveRow + hi Neurons 
If bias == I Thcn 
ACliveRow = AclivcRow + I 
frmValucs.grdW.Row = ActivcRow 
frmValues .grdW.Col = 0 
frmValue!>.grdW.FixcdAlignmcnl(O) == 2 
0-
0--
frmValues.grdW.Texl = "Bias 2" 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
LincValuc = bW2(i) 
frmValues.grdW.Row = ActiveRow 
frmValues.grdW.Col = i 
frmValues.grdW.Text = Formal(LineValuc, "#0.0000") 
Next i 
End If 
ActivcRow = ActiveRow + I 
frmValues .grdW.Row = Ac.:tiveRow 
frmValues.grdW.Col = 0 
frmValues .grdW.FixedAlignment(O) = 2 
frmValues.grdW.Text = "Layer 3" 
For i = \ To h2Neurons 
frmValues.grdW.Row = ActivcRow + i 
rrmValucs.grdW.Col = 0 
rrIllVallle~.grdW.FixcdAlignll1cnt ( O) '" 2 
frlllValues.grdWText = Str$(i) 
For.i = I To outputNeurons 
LincValuc = W3(i, j) 
frmValues.grdW.Row = ActivcRow + i 
frmValues.grdW.Col = j 
frrnVnlues.grdWTcxt = Format(LineValue , "#00000") 
Next j 
Next i 
A(;tiveRow = ActivcRow + h2Ncurons 
If hias = I Then 
ActiveRow = ActiveRow + I 
frrnValucs.g:rdW .Row = Acti\ cRow 
frrnValues.grdW.Col :::: 0 
fnn Values. grdW .FixedAI ignrncl1t(D) = 2 
frmVnlues.grdW.Te xt:::: "Bias 3" 
For i = I To outputNcurons 
LincVnluc = hW3(i) 
frrnVa\ues.grdW.Row .., ActivcRow 
frmValues.grdW.Col = i 




ActiveRow = ActiveRow + I 
frIllValucs.grdW.Row = ActivcRow 
frIllValues .grdW.Col = 0 
frmValues.grdW.FixedAl ignmcl1l(O) = 2 
frmValues.grdW.Text::;: "Layer 2" 
For j = I To h I Neurons 
fnnValues .grdW.Row = A(;tiveRow + i 
frmValues .grdW.Col = 0 
frmValues.grdW.FixedAlignment(O) = 2 
frmValues.grdW.Tcxt:::: Str$(i) 
For j = I To oUlputNeurons 
LineValue = W2(i,j) 
fnnValues.grdW.Row = ACliveRow + i 
fnnValues.grdW.Col = j 
frmValues .grdW.Text = Format{LineValue, "#0.0000") 
Nextj 
Next i 
ActiveRow = A(;tiveRow + h I Neurons 
If bia~ = I Then 
ActivcRow = ActiveRow + 1 
frrnValues.grdW.Row = ActiveRow 
frmValues.grdW.Col = 0 
frmValucs .grdW.FixcdAlignmcnt(O) = 2 
frmValucs.grdW.Tcxt :::: "Bias 2" 
For i = I To outputNcurons 
LincValuc = bW2(i) 
frrnValucs .grdW.Row = ActiveRow 
frm Values.grdW.Col = i 








'Change the color and/or size of the line 
'decided by the weight value 
Public Sub updateLineO 
'if less than threshold dont show 
If Ahs(LineValue) < LineThreshold 'nlon 
DUITImyLine.Visihle = False 
'Bright While 
Elself Abs(LineValue) < 2 Then 
DummyLine.BordcrColor:::: QBColor( 1 5) 
DUllllllyLine.BorderWidth = I 
DUl11myLinc.Visible::: True 
'Light Yellow 
EiselI' Ahs(LineYalue) < 31110n 
DUJlJllIyLine.BorderColor :::: QBColor( 14) 
DUlJll11yLine.BordcrWidth = I 
DUlTIllIyLine.Visible == True 
'Light Blue 
EiselI' Ahs(LineYaluc) < 4 Then 
DUHlmyLinc.Bo(,dcrColor = QBColor(9) 
DumlTlyLinc.BorderWidth = I 
DUllllllyLinc.Yisihle == True 
'Ught Blue Sizc=2 
ElseIf Ahs(LineYalue} < 6 Then 
DUl11l11yLine .BordcrColor = QBColnr(9) 
DUllIlJlyLinc.l3onJcrWidth = 2 
DUlIIl1IyLinc .Visihk = True 
'Black 
Elself Ahs(LincValue} < 8 "flIen 
DUllllllyLine.BordcrColo[ = QBColor(()) 
Duml1lyLine.BnrdcrWidth::: 2 
DUIlllTlyLine.Yisihle = True 
'Light Magenta 
ElseIf Abs(LineValue) < II Then 
DummyLine.BorderColor = QBColor( 13) 
DummyLine.BorderWidth = 3 
DUlTIl1lyLine.Visible = True 
'Light red 
Elself Abs(LineValue) < 14 Then 
DUl11myLine.BorderColor = QBColor( 12) 
DUlllmyLine.BorderWidth == 3 
DUITIl11yLine.Visible = True 
'Light red size=4 
Elself Abs(LineValue) < 28 Then 
DummyLine.BorderColor = QBColor( 12) 
DUl11l11yLine.BorderWidth == 4 
DummyLinc.Visible::::: True 
'Light red size=5 
ElseIf Abs(LineValue) > 28 Then 
DummyLine.BorderColor:::: QBColor( 12) 
DUlTImyLlne.BorderWidth = 5 
DUllllTIyLine.Visible = True 
End If 
End Sub 
Attribute VB_Name = "mainFrm" 
Attribute VB_Creatable = False 
Atlributc VB_Exposed = False 
Public inlndex As Integer 'Index of Ihe current I/O pair 
Puhlic RMS As Single 'RMS value 
Puhlic training As Boolean 'Training Of lest 111 ode 
'Accumulate deltas for halch mode 
Private Sub nddDeltasO 
If hLaycrs = 2 Then 'if two hidden layers 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
For j ;;;: I To output Neurons 








If bias = I Then 'if bias ex ist 
For j ::: I To outputNeurons 
deltab3(j) ::: deltab3(j) + dbW3(j) 
Next 
End If 
For i ::: I To h I Neurons 
For j ::: I To h2Neurons 
della2(i. j) ::: delta2(i. j) + dW2(i, j) 
Nextj 
Next i 
If hias ::: I Then 
For j = I To h2Ncurons 
dcltah2(j)::: deJtah2(j) + dhW2(j) 
Ncxt 
End If 
Else 'if onc hiJdcn layer 
For i ::: I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To outplItNclirons 
dclta2(i , j) :;: dclta2(i, j) + dW2(i , j) 
Nextj 
Next i 
If hias ::: I Then 
For j ::: I To ulItplItNcurons 




'Whether one or two hidden layers 
For i ::: I To inplItNcurons 
For j ::: I To h I Neurons 
delta I (i. j) = delta I (i. j) + dW I (i. j) 
Next j 
Next i 
If bias::: I Then 
For j ::: I To h I Neurons 




'Compute delta weight values 
Private Sub compliteDeltasO 
Dim TakeStep As Single 
TakeStep::: 0# 
If hLayers = 2 Then 'if two hidden layers 
For i ::: I To h2Neurons 
For j ::: I To output Neurons 
TakeStep = LearningRate * FirstDer3(i, j) 
dW3(i. j) ::: TakeStep 
Nextj 
Next i 
If bias = I Then 'i I' bias exist 
For j ::: I To outplItNeurons 
TakeStep::: LearningRate * FirstDcrh3(j) 
dbW3(j) = TakeStep 
Next 
End If 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To h2Neurons 
TakeStep = LearningRate * FirstDer2(i, j) 
dW2(i , j) = TakeStep 
Nextj 
Next i 
If hi as ::: I Thcn 
For j ::: I To h2Nellrons 





dbW2(j) :::: TakeStep 
Next 
End If 
Else 'if one hidden layer 
For i :::: I To h I Neurons 
For j :::: I To outputNeurons 
TakeSlep:::: LearningRate *' FirstDer2(i, j) 
dW2(i, j) = TakeStep 
Nexlj 
Next i 
If bias::: I Then 
For j ::: I To outputNcurons 
TakeStep = LearningRatc * FirslDerh2(j) 




'Whether one or tWll hiudell layers 
F(lr i = I To inplltNeurons 
For j:::: I To hlNellrons 
TnkcStep:::: LcarningRatc * FirstDcr I (i . j) 
dW I (i, j) "" TakcStep 
Next j 
Next i 
If hias::: I Then 
For j = I To h I Neurons 





'Deluy the simulation hy the value decided hy "Specll" 
Private Sub dclay() 




'Compute the error vectors nnd 
'error vs. weight derivatives 
Public Sub errorVectorsO 
Dim temp As Single 
Dim i, j As Byte 
'Output layer error vector 
For i = I To outplltNclirons 
errorOut(i) = o(i) * (I - o(i)) * (oTrnMatrix(inlndex, i) - o(i)) 
Next 
rr hLayers ::: 2111en 'if two hiJden layers 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
temp::: 0# 
For j = I To output Neurons 
temp::: temp + errorOut(j) * W3(i, j) 
'save the previous as second 
SecondDer3(i, j) = FirslDer3{i, j) 
'first derivative 
FirstDer3(i, j) = errorOut(j) * h2(i) 
Nextj 
'Second hidden layer error vector 
errorH2(i) = h2(i) .. (I - h2(i» * temp 
Next i 
For i = J To h J Neurons 
temp::: 0# 
For j = I To h2Ncurons 
temp::: temp + errorH2(j) * W2(i. j) 
Seconc.lDcr2(i , j) = FirstDer2(i, j) 
FirstDcr2(i. j) :::: crrorH2(j) * h J (i) 
Nextj 
crrorHI(i)= hl(i) '" (I - hl(i» '" temp 
Next i 




For i = I To outputNeurons 
'save the previous as second 
SecondDerb3(i) ;::= FirstDerb3(i) 
'first derivative 
FirstDerb3(i) = errorOut(i) 
Next 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
SecondDerb2(i) = FirstDerb2(i) 
FirstDerb2(i) = errorH2(i) 
Next 
End If 
Else 'if one hidden layer 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
temp:: 0# 
For j = I To outpulNcurons 
temp = temp + crrorOul(j) * W2(i, j) 
SccondDer2(i, j) = FirstDer2( i, j) 




If bias = I Then 
For i = I To outpulNcurons 





'Whether one or two hidden layers 
For i = I To IIlputNclIrons 
For j = I To hlNeunms 
SecondDerl(i,j) = FirstDcrl(i.j) 
FirstDcrl(i.j):;;; errorHl(j) * iTrnMatrixtinIndcx, il 
Next j 
Next i 
If bias = I Then 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
SecondDerh I (i) = FirstDerb I (i) 




Private Sub forwardBPO 
Dim UpdateThis As Single 
For i ::: 0 To inpulNeurons - I 
Set CurrentDisc = InputShp(i) 'Update input layer disc 
If training Then 
CurrcntDiseValuc = iTrnMatrix(inlndex, i + I) 'training mode 
Else 




frIllVulucs.grdIO.Col = () 
For i := I To inputNeurons 'Update values form(inputsj 
fnnValues .grdIO.Row = i 
If training Thcn 
UpdateThis = iTrnMatrix(inlndcx. i) 
Else 
UpdateThis = iTestMatrix(inIndex. i) 
End If 
frmValucs.grdJO.Texl = Formal(UpdateThis. "0.0###") 
Next i 
frmValues.grdIO.Col = I 
For i ::: I To outputNclIrons 'Update values forlll(llutputS) 
frmValues.grdIO .Row = i 
If training 'TIlCn 
UpdateThis = oTrnMalrix(inlndcx, I) 
Else 
-.l 
UpdateThis == oTestMatrix(inIndex , i) 
End If 
frmValues.grdIO.Text = Format(UpdateThis, "0.0###") 
Next i 
'FORWARD Pass 
'Input to first hidden layer 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
temp = 0 
If training Then 
For j = I To inputNeurons 
temp = temp + (iTrnMatrix(inIndex. j) * WI (j, i» 
Next j 
Else 
For.i = I To input Neurons 




hlO) = temp 
If hias = I Then 'AJd if bias 
hlCi) = hl(i) + bWI(i} 
End If 
'Update adders 
CurrentAddValue = hl(i) 
Set CurrcntAdder = AdJGaugc I (i - I) 
ClIrrentAdtlVallle = hI (i) 
lIpoateAddcr 
h I (i) = SiglTHliu(h I (i)) 
Set CurrentDisc = fOut I (i - I) 
CurrentDiscValue = hl(i) 
updatcDisc 
If hLayers :: 2 Then 
'First to second hidden 
'if two hidden layers 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
temp = 0 
For j = I To h INeurons 
temp = temp + (h I W * W2(j, i)) 
Next j 
h2(i) = temp 
If bias = I Then 
h2(i) = h2(i) + bW2(i) 
End If 
CurrentAddValue = h2(i) 
Set ClIrrentAdder :: AddGauge2(i - I) 
CurrentAddVallle = h I (i) 
updateAdder 
h2(i) :::: sigmoid(h2(i» 
Set ClIrrentDisc = fOut2(i - I) 'Update outputs 
CurrentDiscValllc = h2(i) 
updateDisc 
Next i 
'Second hidden to output layer 
For i = I To outpulNeurons 
temp = 0 
Por j= I To h2Neurons 
temp = temp + (h2(j) * W3(j, i» 
Next 
00) = temp 
If hias = I Then 
o(i) = o(i) + hW3(i) 
End If 
CurrentAddValue = o(i) 
Set CurrentAdder :: AddGauge3(i - I) 
CurrentAddValue = om 
updateAdder 
o(i) :: sigmoid(o(i» 






Else 'if one hilldcn layer 
'first hidden to output layer 
For i = I To outputNeurons 
temp = 0 
For j = 1 To h INeurons 
temp = temp + (h 1 U) * W2(j, i) 
Next 
o(i) = temp 
If bias = 1 Then 
o(i) = o(i) + bW2(i) 
End If 
CurrentAddValue = o(i) 
Set CurrentAddcr = AddGauge2(i - 1) 
CurrcntAlldValue = (0) 
updateAddcr 
o(i) = sigrnoili(o(i» 
Sct CurrcnLDisc = fOut2(i - 1) 




'Update values and outputs 
frmValues.grdIO.Col = 2 
For i = I To outputNcurons 
frmValucs.grdIO.Row = i 
UpdatcThis = o(i) 
frmValucs.grdIO.Tcxt = Formal(UpdateThis, "0.0###") 
Next i 
End Sub 
'Returns thc delta learning rate for the current weight 
FUI1I.:tion GctDelt:l(AvgDclta. DcllaNow. AlphaNow) 
If AvgDelt:t * DcltaNllW > () Then 
GetDclta = LearningRatc 
'if Delta and A\g. Delta ha\'e same signs 
Elself AvgDeJta >I< DeltaNow < 0 Then 'if different signs 
GetDelta = -PHI * AlphaNow 
Else 'if they are both equal to zero 
GetDelta = 0# 
End If 
End Function 
'Returns the output of the cUlTcnl aClivation(adder) 
Public Function sigmoid(ByVal Activation As Single) As Single 
If Activation> 15 Then 
sigmoid = 1# 
Elself Activation < - J 5 Then 
sigmoid = 0# 
Else 
sigmoid = 1#/ (I # + Exp( -Activation» 
End If 
End Function 
'Returns the output layer square error 
Pri vale Function thisErrorO As Single 
Dim TcmpError As Single 
TcmpErr(lr = 0# 
thisError = 0# 
frmValucs.grdIO.Col =:l 





For i = I To outputNeurons 
Ir training 'Illen 
TempEn-or = (o(i) - oTrnMatrix(inIndex, i)) * (0(1) - oTrnMatrix(inlndcx, 
Else 
TempError = (o(i) - oTestMatrix(inlndex, i) * (o(i) - oTestMatrix(inIndex. 
End If 
fnnValues.grdIO.Row = i 
frmValucs.grdIO.Text = Fonnat(TcmpError, "0.0###") 
thisError = thisError + TcmpError 
Next 
thisError = lhisErl'or / OlllpUlNcurons 
End FUfl\.:lion 
Private Suh updaleAddcrO 
On Error Resumc Next 
If CurrcntAddValuc = Null Thcn 
CurrcntAddValuc = () 
End If 
If ClIfTcntAddValue < () Then 'Addcr is negative 
CurrcntAdder.ForeColor = NcgativcClllor 
Else 
CurrcntAddl'r.ForcColor = PositivcColor 'Addcr is positivc 
End If 
If Ahs(CurrcntAddValue) > 100 Thcn 
CurrcntAddValue = 100 
Endlf 
'Updatc the current adJer 
CurrentAddcr.Value = CInl(Ahs(CurrentAddValuc» 
End Suh 
Private Sub updateDiscO 
Dim i, j As Integer 
If CurrentDiscValue == Null then 
CurrentDiscValue = I 
End If 
If CurrentDiscValue < 0 Then 'Disc value is negative 
CurrentDisc.BorderColor = Negati veColor 
CurrentDisc.FillColur = NegativeColor 
Else 
CurrentDisc.BorderColor = PositiveColor 'Disc value is positive 
CurrentDisc.FillColor == Positi veColor 
End If 
'Update the current disc 
If Abs(CurrentDiscValue) > 1 Thcn 
CurrentDisc. BorderWidth = 12 
Else 
CurrentDisc.BorderWidth = Abs(CInt(CurrentDiscValue * 10)) + I 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub updateWsBPO 
'Delta weight is calculated by the following: 
'Ow=Learning rate * First derivative + Momentum * Previous Ow 
'Weight update: 
'W=W+Dw 
Dim TakeSlep As Single 
NctworkSaved = False 
TakcS!ep = 0# 
If hLaycrs = 2 Then 





For j = I To output Neurons 
'Ow=Learning rate * First derivative + Momentum * Previous Ow 
'W=W+Dw 
TakeSlep = LearningRate * FirstDer3(i, j) + Momentum'" dW3(i , j) 
W3(i, j) = W3(i, j) + TakeStep 
dW3(i, j) = TakeStcp 
'Update the line(weighl) 
Set DummyLine = LinesPointer3(i, j) 




If bias = I Then 'If hias cxist 
For j = I To outputNcurons 
TakeStcp:::: LearningRate * FirstDcrh :~(j) + Momentum * dhW3(j) 
bW3(j) :: bW3(j) + TakeStcp 
dbW3(j) = TakeSlep 
Set DummyLine :::: hline3(j - I I 




For i = I To hi Ncurons 
For j = I To h2Ncurons 
TakeStep = LcarningRate * FirstOer2(i. Jl +- Momcntum * dW2(i . ,iJ 
W2(i,j):::: W2(i , j) + TakeStcp 
JW2(i. j) = TnkeStcp 
Set DUllllllyLinc = LincsPointcr2( i. j) 




If bias = I Then 
For j "" I To h2Neurons 
TakeStep = LearningRate * FirslOerb2U) + Momentum * 
dbW2(j) 
Else 
bW2(j) "" bW2(j) + TakeStep 
dbW2U) = TakeSlep 
Set OummyLine = bline2(j - I) 




For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j "" I To outputNeurons 
TakeStep:::: LearningRate * FirsIDer2(i, j) + Momentum * 
dW2(i.j) 
W2(i, j) :::: W2(i, j) + TakeStep 
dW2(i. j) = TukeStep 
Set DummyLinc::: LinesPointer2(i , j) 




If hias == I Then 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
TakcStcp '" LearningRate * firstf)erh2(j) + MOlllentum * 
dhW2(j) 
hW2(j) = hW2(j) + TakeStep 










For i :::: I To inplltNellrons 
For j = I To h I Neurons 
TakcStep:::: LearningRate >I< FirstDerl (i, j) + Momentum >I< dW I(i, j) 
WI (i, j) :::: WI (i, j) + TakeStep 
dW I (i, j) :::: TakeStcp 
Set DUll1lllyLine ;; LincsPointcrl(i, j) 




If bias = I Then 
For j = I To hI Neurons 
TukcStcp = LcarningRntc * r-irstDcrh 1 (j) + Momcntum * dh W I(j) 
hW I (j) = hW 1 (j) + TakcStep 
dbWI(j) = TakcStcp 






Private Suh updatcWsCG() 
'Weight update: 
'W=W+Dw 
'Ow is the accumulated ddta wcight for an cpoch 
NelworkSaved = False 
If hLayers = 2 Then 
For i = I To h2Ncurons 
For j :::: I To oulpulNeurons 
W3(i, j) = W3(i, j) + delta3(i, j) 
Set DummyLine :::: LinesPointer3(i, j) 




If bias = I Then 
for j = I To outputNcurons 
bW3(j) = bW3(j) + dclluh3(j) 
Set DlIl11myLine = blinc3(j - I) 




For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To h2Neurons 
W2(i, j) = W2(i, j) + della2(i, j) 
Set DummyLine :::: LincsPointcr2(i, j) 




If hias :::: I Then 
For j = I To h2NcurOll<; 
hW2(j):::: hW2(j) + deltah2(j) 








For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
W2(i, j) = W2(i, j) + delta2(i, j) 
Set Duml1lyLinc = LinesPointcr2(i, j) 




If hias :::0 I Then 
For j = I To outputNeurolls 
bW2(j) = hW1U) + dcltah2(j) 
Sct DlIlIllllyLine = blinc2(j - I) 





Por i = I To inpuINeurons 
For j = I To h I Neurons 
Wlti.j) = WI(i , jl + deltal(i.j) 
Sct DUllllllyLinc = LincsPoinleri (i. j) 
LincValll~' = WI (i, j) 
updatcLinc 
Next j 
Nc .,t i 
If bias = I Then 
For j = I To h I Neurons 
bW I (j) = bW I (j) + deltab I U) 
Set DummyLine = hline I (j - I) 





Private Suh updateWsDBDO 
Dim AvgDella, Produced Delta, DcltaNow, AlphaNow 
NelworkSaved= False 
If hLayers = 2 Then 
j) 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
For j = , To output Neurons 
'Calculate the della for clin-ent weIght 
AvgDclta = (I - THETA) * FirsIDer3(i, j) + THETA * delta3(i, 
DeltaNow = delta3(i, j) 
AlphaNow = alpha3(i, j) 
'Calculate the delta learning rale for this weight 
Produced Delta = GeIDclla(AvgDeltn. DeltnNow, AlphaN(lw) 
dclla3(i, j) = FirsIDer3(i. j) 
'Learning rate = Learning rate + Delta learning rate 
alpha'(i, j) :: alplial( i. j) + ProducedDc Ila 
'SCI learning rale 10 the maximulll 
-..J 
-..J 
If alpha3(i, j) > MaxLearningRate Then 
alphaJ(i, j) ~ MaxLearningRate 
End Ir 
'Calculate the delta weight 
dW3(i, j) = alpha3(i, j) * FirstDer3(i, j) 
'Updale lhe weight 
W3(i, j) ::; W3(i , j) + dW3(i, j) 
'Update the weight line 
Set DUllllllyLine = LinesPointer3(i, j) 




If bias::; I Then 'If bias exists 
For j ::; I To outputNeurons 
AvgDclta = (I - THETA) * FirstDerb3(j) + THETA * dcltab3(j) 
DcltaNow ~ dcltab3(j) 
AlphaNow = alphah3(j) 
ProducedDclta::; GctDelta(AvgDcllu, DcltnNow, AlphnNow) 
dcllnh3(j) :::: FirstDerh3(j) 
alphah.1(j) :::: alphah3(j) + ProduccclDclta 
If alphah3(j) > MaxLcarningRate Then 
alphab3(j) ::; MaxLearningRatc 
End If 
dhW3(j):::: alphah3(j) * FirsIDcrb3(j) 
hW3(j) = hW3(jl + dbW3(j) 
Set DUlllmyLine = hlind(j - I) 
j) 




For i :;::: I To h I Neurons 
For j :::: I To h2Neurons 
AvgDelta = (I - THETA) * foirstDer2(i, j) + THETA * dclta2(i, 
DellaNow = delta2(i, j) 
AlphaNow:::: alpha2(i, j) 
ProducedDelta = GelDelta(AvgDella, DeltaNow, AlphaNow) 
della2(i, j) = FirstDer2(i, j) 
alpha2(i, j) :::: alpha2(i, j) + ProducedDelta 
If alpha2(i , j) > MaxLearningRate Then 
alpha2(i, j) = MaxLearningRate 
End If 
dW2(i , j) = alpha2(i, j) * FirslDer2(i, j) 
W2(i, j) = W2(i, j) + dW2(i, j) 
Set DummyLinc = LincsPointcr2(i, j) 




If bias = 1 Then 
For j = 1 To h2Ncurons 
AvgDclta = (I - THETI\) * FirstDcrh2(j) + THETA * ucllah2(j) 
DeltaNow = dchah2(j) 




ProducedDelta = GeIDeita(AvgDelta, DcltaNow, AlphaNow) 
deltab2(j) = FirstDerb2(j) 
alphab2(j) = alphab2(j) + ProducedDelta 
If alphab2(j) > MaxLearningRate Then 
alphab2(j) = MaxLearningRate 
End If 
dbW2(j) = alphab2(j) * FirstDerb2(j) 
bW2(j) = bW2(j) + dbW2(j) 
Sct DummyLine = blinc2(j - 1) 




Else 'i f one hidden layer 
For i = J To hi Neurons 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
AvgDelta = (I - THETA) * FirstDcr2(i.j) + THETA * delta2(i.j) 
DcltaNow = dclw2(i, j) 
AlphaNow = alpha2(i,j) 
ProducedDclta = GetDclta(AvgDelta. DcltaNow, AlphnNow) 
dclla2(i,j) = FirstDcr2(i . j) 
alphn2(i, j) = alpha2(i, j) + ProduccdDeita 
If alpha2(i, j) > MaxLearningRate 1l1cn 
alpha2(i. j) = MaxLearningRate 
End If 
dW2(i, j) = alpha2(i, j) * FirsIDer2(i, j) 
W2(i , j) = W2(i, j) + dW2(i, j) 
Set DummyLine = LinesPoinler2(i, j) 




If bias = I Then 
For j == I To outputNeurons 
AvgDelta = (I - THETA) * FirstDerb2(j) + THETA * deltnb2(j) 
DeltaNow = deltab2(j) 
AlphaNow = alphab2(j) 
ProducedDclta = GetDelta(AvgDelta, DellaNow, AlplJaNow) 
dellab2U) ;:; FirstDerb2(j) 
alphab2(j) = alphab2(j) + ProducedDeHa 
If alphab2(j) > MaxLearningRate Then 
alphab2(j) = MaxLearningRate 
End If 
dhW2(j) = alphab2(j) * FirstDcrh2(j) 
bW2(j) = bW2(j) + dbW2(j) 
Set DummyLine = bline2(j - 1) 





'Whether one or two hidden laycrs 
-...J 
\0 
For i = I To inpulNeurons 
For j = I To h I Neurons 
AvgDelta = (I - THETA) * FirstDer I (i, .I) + THETA" delta I (1, j) 
DeltaNow = delta I (i, j) 
AlphaNow = a\phal(i,j) 
ProdllccdDelta = GetDclla(AvgDelta, DcltaNow, AlphaNow) 
deltal(i, j)::::: FirstDerl (i, j) 
alpha I (i, j) = alpha I (i, j) + PruduccdDclta 
If alpha \(i. j) > MaxLearningRate Then 
alpha I (i, j) = MaxLearningRate 
End If 
dWI(i,j) = alphal(i,j)" FirstDerl(i,j) 
WI(i,j) = WI(i,j) + dWl(i,j) 
Sct DummyLine = LinesPointcrl (i, j) 




If bias = I Then 
For j = I To h I Neurons 
AvgDella::::: (I - THETA) * FirstDcrhl(jl + THETA * dcltahl(j) 
DcltaNow = deltabl(j) 
AlphaNow = alphab I (j) 
ProducedDelta = GetDclta(AvgDelta, DcltaNow, AlphaNow) 
dcltah I (j) = FirstDerb I (j) 
alphah I (j) = alphah I (j) + ProducedDclta 
If alphab I (j) > MaxLearningRate Then 
alphab I (j) = MaxLearningRate 
End If 
dbW I (j) ::::: aIphab I (j) * FirslDerbl (j) 
bWI(j) = bWI(j) + dhWI(j) 
Set DummyLine = bline I (j - 1) 





Private Sub updateWsQPO 
Dim TakeSlcp As Single 
Dim ShrinkFactor As Single 
NetworkSavcd = False 
TakeStep = 0# 
'Calculate the factor for taking maximum step size 
ShrinkFactor = MaxFactor / (I # + MaxFactor) 
If hLayers = 2 Then 
For i = I To h2Neurons 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
TakcStcp = 0# 
If dW3(i, j) > SwitchThreshold Then 'Do QP 
If FirstDer3(i, j) > 0# Then Take step with learning r<HC 
TakeStep = LcarningRate * PirstDer3(i. j) 
End If 
If PirstDer3(i, j) > (ShrinkFaclnr * SecondDer1{i, j» Then 




TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dW3(i, j) 
Else 
'DoQP 
This step is less than maximum one 
TakeSlep = TakeSlep + (FirstDer3(i, j) I (SeconuDer3(i. j)-
FirslDcr3(i, j») * dW3(i, j) 
End If 
ElseIf dW3(i, j) < -Switch'nlreshold Then 'Do QP 
'(Same as above) 
If FirstDer3(i, j) < 0# Then 
TakeStep = LearningRate * First Dcr3(i, j) 
End If 
Ir FirstDer3(i. j) < (ShrinkFactor * SCl;ondDer3(i. j» Then 
TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dW3(i, j) 
Else 
TakeSlep = TakeStep + (FirstDer3(i. j) I (SecolluDer3(i , j) -
FirstDer3(i , j») * dW3(i, j) 
End If 
Else 'Do graJicnt descent, complete with momen1ll111 
TakeStcp = LearningRale * FirstDcr3(i. j) + Momentum * JW3(i, j) 
End If 
'Update the current weight 
W3(i, j) = W3(i, j) + TakeSlcp 
dW3(i.j) == TakcStep 
'Update the current line(weight) 
Sct DUfllll1yLine = LinesPointcr31 i, j) 




If bias = I Then 'if bias exisl(samc) 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
TakeStep = 0# 
If dhW3(j) > SwitehThreshold Then 
If FirstDerb3U) > 0# Then 
TakeStep = LearningRate * FirslDerb3(j) 
End If 
If FirstDerb3(j) > (ShrinkFactor * SecomIDerb3(j» Then 
TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dbW3(j) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakeStep + (FirstDerb3(j) I (SecondDcrb3U) -
FirstDerb3(j))) * JbW3(j) 
End If 
EiselI' dbW3(j) < -SwitchThreshold Then 
If FirstDerb3(j) < 0# Then 
TakeStep = LearningRate * FirstDerh3(j) 
End If 
If FirstDerb3U) < (ShrinkFactor * SecondDerb3U» Then 
TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dhW3(j) 
Else 
TakeStcp = TakeSlep + (FirstDerb3(j) I (SecondDerh3(j) -
FirstDerb3(j») * dbW3U) 
End If 
Else 
TakeStep = LcarningRatc * FirstDcrb3(j) + Momentum * 
dhW3(j) 
End If 
hW3(j) = bW3(j) + TakeSlcp 
dbW3(j) = TakcStep 
Set DummyLinc = bline3(j - I) 
LineValue = hW3(j) 
lIpdateLine 
Next 
End If ' end hias 
00 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To h2Neurons 
TakeStcp = 0# 
If dW2(i, j) > Switchlllrcshold Then 
If FirstDer2(i, j) > 0# Then 
TakcStep = LeamingRale * FirstDer2(i, j) 
End If 
If FirstDer2(i, j) > (ShrinkFactor * SecondDer2(i, j» Then 
TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dW2(i, j) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakeStep + (FirsIDcr2(i, .I) / (SecondDer2(i, j) -
FirstDcr2(i, j))) * dW2(i, j) 
End rr 
ElseIf dW2ti , j) < -SwitchThreshold lllcn 
If FirstDcr2(i, j) < 0# Then 
TakeStep = LearningRatc '" FirsIDcr2(i, j) 
End If 
If FirstDcr2(i , j) < (ShrinkFactor * Sl.':!;ondDer2(i , jl) Then 
TakeSlep = TakcSlcr + MaxFactnr '" dW2(i, j) 
Elsc 
TakeSlcp :::; TakeStcp + (FirstDcr2(i, jl / (ScL'ondDcr2(i, jl-
FirstDer2(i, j») * dW2(j, j) 
End If 
Else 
TakcStep = LearningRale * PirstDcr2ti. j) + MomentulTl ,. dW2(i, j) 
End If 
W2(i, jl = W2(i, .I) + TakcSlcp 
dW2(i, .I) = TakeSlcp 
Sct DUlIllllyLine = LinesPointcr2(i, j) 




If bias = I Then 
For j = I To h2Neurons 
TakeStep = 0# 
If dhW2(j) > SwitchThrcshold Then 
If FirstDerb2(j) > 0# Then 
TakeStep = LeamingRate * FirslDcrb2U) 
End If 
If FirstDerb2(j) > (ShrinkFactor * SecondDerb2(j» Then 
TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dhW2U) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakeStep + (First Derb2(j) I (SecondDerb2(j) -
FirstDerb2(j))) * dbW2(j) 
End If 
ElseIf dhW2(j) < -Switchlllreshoid Then 
If FirstDcrb2(j) < 0# Then 
TakeStep = LearningRate * FirsIDerb2(j) 
End If 
If FirstDerb2(j) < (ShrinkFactor * SecondDerb2(j») Then 
TakeStep::; TakeSlep + MaxFaclor * dbW2(j) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakcStep + (FirstDcrh2(j) / (SecondDerh2(j) -
FirstDerb2(j))) * dhW2U) 
End If 
Else 
TakeStcp = LearningRatc * FirstDcrb2(j) + Momentum * 
dhW2(j) 
End If 
hW2(j) = bW2(j) + TakcStcp 
dhW2(j) = TakcStcp 
Set DummyLinc = hline2(j - I) 
LineValuc = hW2(j) 
updateLine 
Nex.t j 




Else ' # of hidden layers is I 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
TakeStep = 0# 
If dW2(i, j) > Switch11neshold Then 
If FirstDer2(i, j) > 0# Then 
TakeSlep = LearningRate * FirstDer2(i. j) 
End If 
If FirstDer2(i, j) > (ShrillkFactor *' SecolldDcr2(i, j» Then 
TakeStep :::: TakeStep + MaxFactor * dW2(i. j) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakeStep + (FirstDer2(i, j) / (SecolldDer2(i, j) -
FirstDer2(i, j))) * dW2(i, .I) 
End If 
ElseIf dW2(i, j) < -SwitchThreshold Then 
If FirstDer2(i, j) < 0# Then 
TukeStcp = LcarningRate * FirsIDcr2(i, j) 
End If 
If FirstDer2(i, .I) < (ShrinkFactor * SccondDcr2(i, j» Then 
T.lkeStep ::: TakeStep + MaxFactor * dW2(i, j) 
Else 
TakcStep = TakeStep + (FirstDer2(i, j) I (SecondDcr2(i , j) -
FirstDcr2(i, .I») * dW2(i, j) 
End If 
Else 
TakcStcp = LearningRatc * FirstDer2(i, .I) + MOlllentulll *' dW2(i, j) 
End If 
W2(i, jJ = W2(i, j) + TakeStcp 
t1W2(i, j) = TakeStep 
Sct DummyLine = LincsPointcr2(i, jJ 




If bias = I Then 
For j = I To oUlputNeurons 
TakeStep = 0# 
If dbW2U) > SwitchThreshold Then 
If FirstDerb2U) > 0# Then 
TakeStep =: LearningRate * FirstDerb2(j) 
End If 
If FirstDerb2(j) > (ShrinkFactor * SecondDerb2(j» Then 
TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dbW2(j) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakeSlep + (FirsIDerb2(j) I (SecondDerb2(i) -
FirstDerb2(j») * dbW2U) 
End If 
Elself dbW2(j) < -SwitehThrcshold 111en 
If FirstDerb2(j) < 0# Then 
TakeSlep == LearningRate * FirstDerb2(j) 
End If 
If FirstDerb2(j) < (ShrinkFactor * SecondDerh2(j» Then 
TakeStep = TakeSlep + Max Factor * dbW2(j) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakeStep + (FirsIDcrh2(j) / (SecondDerh2(j) -
FirsIDerh2(j))) * dhW2(j) 
End If 
Else 
TakeStep = LearningRate * FirsIDcrh2(j) + Momentum * 
dbW2(j) 
End If 
bW2(j) = hW2(j) + TakeStep 
t1hW2(j) = TakcStcp 
Set DurmnyLinc = hlinc2(j - I) 






End If' end bias 
End If 
, Whether I or 2 hidden layers process this part 
For i ;:: I To inputNeurons 
For j = I To h INeurons 
TakeStep = 0# 
If dW I (i, j) > SwilchThreshold Then 
If FirstDerl (I. j) > 0# Then 
TakcStep = LearningRate * FirstDer 1 (i, j) 
End If 
If FirstDer 1 (i, j) > (ShrinkFactor * SecondDer I (i. j» Then 
TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dW I (i, j) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakeStep + (FirslDer I (i. j) I (SecondDerl (i. j) -
FirstDer I (i. j))) * dW I (i, j) 
End If 
ElseIf dW I(i, j) < -SwilchThreshold 1l1en 
If FirstDcrl (i. j) < 0# Thcn 
TakeSlcp = LearningRate ,.. FirstDer I (i, j) 
End If 
If FirstDer I (i. j) < (ShrinkFactor ,.. Sc<:ondDer I (i, j» Then 
TakeSlcp = TakeStep + MaxFa<:tor * dW I (i. j) 
Else 




TakcStcp = LcarningRatc * FirslDer I (i , j) + Momentum * dW i(i , j) 
End If 
W I(i. j) :: W I (i . j) + TakcSlep 
dW I (i. j) = TakeStep 
Set DummyLinc = LinesPointerl (i. j) 




If bias = I Then 
For j = 1 To h I Neurons 
TakeStep = 0# 
If dbWl(j) > SwitchThreshold Then 
If FirstDerb I (j) > 0# 'Illen 
TakeStep = LearningRate '" FirstDerb I (j) 
End If 
If FirstDerb l(j) > (ShrinkFactor * SecondDerb I (j» Then 
TakeStep = TakeStep + MaxFactor * dbW I (j) 
Else 
TakeStep = TakeStep + (FirslDerb I (j) / (SecondDerh I (j) -
FirstDcrbl(j») * dbWI(j) 
End If 
ElseIf dbWl(j) < -SwilchThreshold Then 
If FirstDerb I (j) < 0# Then 
TakeStep ;:::; LearningRate '" FirstDcrb I (j) 
End If 
If FirstDcrb I U) < (ShrinkFaclor * SccondDerh I (j» 'Illcn 
TakeStep:::; TakeSlep + MaxFactor * db WI (.0 
Else 
TakeStep = TakcStep + (FirslDcrh I (j) / (SccondDcrh I (j) . 
FirstDerbl(j») * dbWI(j) 
End If 
Else 
TakeStep = LearningRatc * FirslDerb I (j) + Momentum '" 
dhW I (j) 
End II' 
bWIU) = bWI(j) + TakeSlcp 
dhWI(j) = TakeStcp 
Sct DurnrnyLinc = blinel(j - I) 






End If' end bias 
End Sub 
Private Sub Downstatus_PaneIClick(ByVal Panel As Panel) 
Panel.Bevel ::: sbrinset 
If Downstatus.Panels(4).Bevel = sbrinset Then 
Continue = True 
Downstatus.Panels( 4 ).Bevel ::: sbrRaised 
Elself Downstatlls .Panels(S).BeveI ;;;; sbrinset Then 
NOlfin :::: False 
Downstatlls.Pancls(5).Bevel = sbrRaised 
Enu If 
End Suh 
Private Suh Form_LoadO 
'When got focus redraws the form 
lllainFrm .AutoRcdraw = True 
clicked = False 
mninFrnunnllFileNcwSet.Enahlcd::: False 
mainFrm.mnuFileNewTest.Enahled = False 
mainFrm.mnuFilcOpcnScLEnablcd = False 
mainFrm.lllnllFileOpcnTest. Enahlcd ::: False 
NcgativcColor::: &HFF& 
PositivcColor = &HROOO& 




mainFrm.Downstatus.Panels(4).Visible = False 
mainFrm.Downstatus.Panels(S). Visible := True 
mainFrm.Downstatus.Panels(S).Bevel = sbrRaised 
Speeu = 100 
IncreaseFactor = I.S 
DecreaseFactor = 0.75 
SuccessRange == 0.001 
, Sets the initial color value for the dialog box. 
fnnOptions.CD I.Flags = cdlCCRGBlnit 
in itializeNet 
GetDefaults 
mainFrm .Enabled ::: True 
NelworkExist = False 
TrainExist ::: False 
TestExist = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer) 
rnnuFileExit_Click 
If a ;;;; vbCancel Then Cancel = -1 
End Sub 
Private Suh mnuEdiCClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text ::: "Edit a network , training, or test file ." 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuEditNet_CliekO 
Downstatus.Pancls(6).Tcxt::: "Edit a network file " 
IOType = "net" 
frmEdit.Caption = "Edit Network Filc" 
fmlEJit.Show 
End Suh 
Private Suh mnuEditSet_ClickO 
00 
Vl 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Texl = "Edit a training file" 
IOType = "trn" 
frmEdit.Caption = "Edit Training File" 
frmEdil.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuEditTesl_ ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Texl = "Edit a lcst file .. 
IOType = "1st" 
frmEdit.Caption = "Edit Test File" 
frmEdit.Show 
End Suh 
Private Suh mnuFilc_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(C'i).Texl = "Create,Open,Close,or Save the files. QUit the 
simulator." 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuFileAsNeC ClickO 
Dim Filenamc As String 
Downslatus.Pancls(6).Text = "Writc the current network file to ... " 
If NetworkExist Then 
IOType = "net" 
CDI.DialogTitle = "Save Network as" 
CD I.Filter = "Network Files (* .net)l* .neliAII Files (*. *)1* . *" 
'Set the default File Type to network Files (*.net) 
CDI .Filterlndex = I 
Filenamc = Downstatus. Panels( I ).Tcxt 
Filt'nal1l~ = GetFileNumc(Filenamc) 
'Culllhe save procedure. If Filename:::: Empty. then 
'the user chose Cancel in the Save As dialog box; otherwise. 
. save the file . 
If Fi lename <> "" Then 
SavcFilcAs Filename 
Downslatus.Panels( I ).Text :::: Filename 
End If 
Else 
a = MsgBox("There is no network 10 save!", vhOKOnly + 
vblnformation, "Saving Report") 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuFileAsSet_ClickO 
Dim Filename As SIring 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Write the current training file to ..... 
If TrainExisl Then 
IOType = "trn" 
CD I.DialogTitie = "Save Training File as" 
CD I.Filtcr = "Training Files (* .lrn)I*.lrnIAIi Files (*. *)1*. *" 
, Set the default File Type to training Files (* .tm) 
CD l.Filterlndex = I 
Filename = Downstatus.Panels(2).Text 
Filename = GetFileNamc(Filename) 
'Call the save procedure. If Filename = Empty, then 
, the user chose Cancel in the Save As dialog box; otherwise. 
, save the file. 





a:::: MsgBox("Thcrc is no training file to save''', vhOKOnly + 
vhlnformalion , "Saving Repun") 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub mTluFilcAsTcst_ClickO 
Dim Filename As String 
Downstatus.Panc!s(6).Text:::: "Write the current lesl file 10 ... " 
00 
a-. 
If TestExist Then 
10Type = "tst" 
CDI.DialogTitle = "Save Test File as" 
CDI.Filter = "Test Files (* .tst)I* .tstIAIi Files (*.*)1**" 
'Set the default File Type to test Files (*.trn) 
CDI.Filterlndex = I 
Filename = Downstatus.Panels(3).Text 
Filename = GetFileName(Filename) 
, Call the save procedure. If Filename = Empty, then 
, the user chose Cancel in the Save As dialog hox; otherwise, 
• save the file. 
If Filename <> "" Then 
SaveFileAs Filename 
Downstatus.Panels(3).Tcxt = Filename 
End If 
Else 




Private Suo mnuFileClose_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Close the netowrk, training set , or test set .. 
End Suo 
Private Suh nmuFileCloseAlI_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panclst6).Text = "Reinitialize the simulator" 
If NetworkExist And Not NetworkSaved Then 
a = MsgBox("Save the changes in the nctwork to filc '/ ", vhYcsNoCancel + 
vbQuestion) 
If a = "bYes Then 
IIll1uFileSavcNet Click 




NetworkExisl = False 
mnuFileNewSel.Enahled = False 
mnuFileNewTest.Enabled = False 
mnuFileOpenSel.Enahled = False 





If TrainExist And Not TrainSaved Then 
a = MsgBox("Save the changes in the training set 10 file? ", 
vb YesNoCancel + vhQuestion) 
If a = vbYes Then 
mnuFileSaveSet_Click 




TrainExist = False 
If TestExist And Not TestSaved 'nlen 
a = Msg80x("Savc the changes in the test set to file? ", 
vbYesNoCancel + vbQuestion) 
If a = vhYes Then 
mnuFi leSaveTest_ Click 




TestExist = False 
Omit: 
End Suh 
Private Sub mnuFilcCloseNct_ClickO 




If NetworkExist And Not NetworkSaved Then 
a = MsgBox("Save the changes in the network to file') ", vbYesNoCancel + 
vbQuestion) 
If a = vbYes Then 
mnuFileSaveNet_Click 




mnuFileNewSet.Enabled = False 
mnuFileNewTest.Enabled = False 
mnuFileOpenSet.Enabled = False 
mnuFileOpenTest.Enabled = False 
NctworkExist = False 
TrainExist = False 








Private Suh rnnuFilcClllseSct_ClickO 
Downslatus.Panels(6).Text = "Remove the training set" 
If TrainExist And Not TrainSaved Then 








TrainExist = false 
Omit: 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuFileCloseTest_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Remove the test set" 
If TestExist And Not TestSaved Then 
a = MsgBoxC"Save the changes in the test set to file? ", 
vbYesNoCancel + vbQuestion) 
If a = vbYcs Then 
mnuFileSaveTest_Click 




TestExist = False 
Omit: 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuFileExit_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text == "Quit the simulator" 
Il1lluFileCloseAIl_Cliek 





Private Sub mnuFileNew_ClickO 
Downsln\us.Panels(6).Tex( = "Create new network, training, or lesl sel" 
End Sub 
Private Suh mnuFileNcwNct_ClickO 
DownslatusPancls(61.Tcxt = "Create a network" 
If NClworkEx ist And Not NClworkSaved Theil 
a = MsgBox("Save the changes in the network 10 file? ", 
vh YesNoCanr.:c1 + vhQuestion) 












Private Sub mnuFileNewSet_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Create a training set" 
If TrainExist And Not TrainSaved Then 
a = MsgBox("Save the training set changes ", vhYesNoCancel + vhQuestion) 
If a = vbYes Then 
I11nuFileSaveSet_Click 




Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Create new training file" 




Private Sub mnuFileNewTest_ClickO 
Downstatlls.Pancls(6).Text = "Create a test set" 
If TestExist And Not TestSaved Then 
a = MsgBox("Save the test set changes ", vhYesNoCancel + vhQuestion) 
If a = vhYes Then 
mnliFileSavcTest_Click 




Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Create new [cst fllc" 




Private Sub mnuFileOpen_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Load a network, training set, or test set 
from a file" 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuFileOpenNetwork_ClkkO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Texl = "Load a network" 
Dim OneLine As String 
If NetworkExist And Not NetworkSaved Then 
a = MsgBox("Save the network changes ", vbYesNoCancel + 
vhQuestion) 
If a = vbYes Then 
mnuFileSaveNeCClick 




, Set an error trap to detect the pressing of the cancel hutton 
On Error GoTo OmitFileOpen 
, Fill the items of the File Type list box 
, of the Open dialog box 
CD I.Filter = "Network Files (*.net)I*.netIAII Files (* .*)1* .*" 
, Set the defaulL File Type to Network Files (*.nct) 
CD I.Filterlndcx = I 
CD J .DialogTitlc = "Open Network File" 
CD I.ShowOpcn 'disp\;)y Opcn common dialog hox . 
If CD I.Filename <> ,,,. Then 
rnnuFileNcwSet.Enahled = True 
mnuFileNcwTcsl.Enahlcd = True 
rnnuFileOpenSct.Enahlcd = True 
00 
\0 
rnnuFileOpenTeSLEnabled = True 
, Display the hourglass mouse pointer. 
Screen.MousePointer = 11 
NetworkExisl = True 
Open CD I.Filename For Input As #1 
Line Input # I, OneLine ' Read # of hidden layers 
hLayers = Val(OneLine) 
Line Input # I, OneLine ' Read hias 
bias = Val(OneLine) 
Line Input # I, OneLine ' Read # of neurons in each layer 
If hLayers = 2 111en 
temp = Left(OneLine. InStr(OneLine, " "» 
inputNeurons = Val(temp) 
OneLinc = Righl(OneLine, Lcn(OneLinc) - Lcn(temp)) 
temp = Left(OneLine, InStr(OneLine. " "») 
h I Neurons = Val(temp) 
OneLine = Right(OneLine, Len(OncLinc) - Len(lcrnp» 
temp = Left(OneLine, InStr(OncLinc. " "») 
h2Ncurons = Val(tcmp) 
OneLine = Right(OneLine, Len(OneLine) - Len(lernp» 
oUlputNeurons = Val(OneLine) 
Else 
temp::: Left(OneLinc. InStr(OncLine. " "» 
inpulNeurons = Val(temp) 
OneLine = Right(OneLine. Len(OneLine) - Len(ternp» 
ternp = Left(OneLinc, InStr(OneLinc, " "») 
h I Neurons = Val(temp) 
OneLine::: Right(OneLine. Lcn(OneLine) - Len(lemp» 
outpulNeurons = Val(OneLine) 
End If 
rcdirnArrays 
For i = I To inputNcurons 
Line Input # I. OneLinc 
For j = 1 To hi Neurons 
If j ;= hi Neurons Then 
Wl(i. j) = VaI,OneLine) 
Else 
temp = Left(OneLine, InStr(OneLine, " ")) 
WI (i, j) = Val(temp) 




If bias = I Then 
Line Input #1. OneLine 
For j = I To hi Neurons 
Uj = hINeurons Then 
bWI(j) = Val(OneLine) 
Else 
temp = LcftlOneLine, InStr(OncLinc. " "» 
bWI(j) = Val(lernp) 




If hLayers = 2 Then 
For i = I To h I Neurons 
Line Input #1, OneLine 
For j = I To h2Neurons 
If j = h2Neurons Then 
W2(i, j) = Val(OneLine) 
Else 
temp = Left(OncLinc, InStr(OneLine, " "») 
W2(l, j) = Val(temp) 




If bias = 1 Then 
Line Input # I, OncLine 
For j = 1 To h2Neurons 
If j = h2Ncufons Then 
\0 
<::; 
bW2U) "" Val(OneLinc) 
Else 
temp't% Lcft(OneLine, InStrtOneLine, " "J) 
bW2(j) :: Va[(lemp) 




For i :: I To h2Neurons 
Line Input # I. One Line 
For j;:::; I To outpulNeurons 
Ifj =: oUlputNeurons Then 
W3(i, j) ::: Val(OneLinCI 
Else 
temp"" Lefr(OneLine. inStr(OneLinc, " ")) 
WJ(i, j) ::< Val(!cmp) 




Ifbias;;;;: I Then 
Line Input #1, OncLinc 
For j "" 1 To oulpulNeurons 
If j ;;;;: outputNeurons Then 
bW3(j):: Val(OncLim:) 
Else 
temp::: Left(OncLitl(l; InStr(OneUnc, Ii "J) 
bW3(j):.;:; Vul(tcmpJ 





Fot i:: I To hlNcumns 
Line Input #1, Onetine 
For j= I To ou!putNcurnns 
If j ;;:;; outputNeurons Then 
W2(i, j) ;;:;; Val(OneLine) 
Else 
temp = Left(OneLine, InStr(OneLine, ., ")) 
W2(i, j) = Val(temp) 




If bias = I Then 
Line Input # I, OneLinc 
For j = 1 To outputNeurons 
If j = outputNeurons Then 
bW2(j) = Val(OneLine) 
Else 
temp = Left(OneLinc, InStr(OneLine, " "» 
bW2(j) = Val(lemp) 















frmError.Graph I.DataRcsct = I 
. Reset the mouse pointer. 
-.0 
Screen .MousePointer = 0 
OmiLFileOpen: 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuFileOpenSet_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Load a training s~t" 
Dim OneLine As String 
If TrainExist And Not TrainSaved Then 
a = MsgBox("Save the training set changes ", vbYesNoCancel + vbQuestion) 
If a = vbYes Then 
mnu Fi leSaveSet_ CI ic k 




, Set an error trap to detect the pressing of the I.:ancel hutton 
On Error 001'0 OmitFilcOpen 
, Fill the items of the File Typc list oox 
, of the Open dialog box 
CD I.Filter = "Training Files (* .trn)I*.trnIAIl Files (* .*)1*. *" 
'Sct the default Filc Type to Training Files (* .trn) 
CD I.Filterlndex = I 
CDI.DialogTitle = "Open Training File" 
CD I.ShowOpen 'display Open common diall'g box. 
IfCDI.Filenamc <> "" Then 
TrainExist = True 
TrainSaved = True 
Open CD I . Filename For I nput As # I 
Line Input # I, OneLine 
tcmp = Left(OneLine, InSlr(OneLinc , " ")) 
TrnlOs = Vul(lemp) 
ReDiln iTrnMatrix( I To TroiOs. I To input Neurons) 
ReDim oTrnMatrix{ I To TrniOs. I To outputNcurons) 
For i = I To TrnlOs 
Line Input #1, OneLine 
For j = I To inputNeurons 
temp :: Left(OneLine, InStr(OneLine, " "» 
iTrnMatrix(i, j) = Val(lemp) 
OneLine = Right(OneLine, Len(OneLine) - Len(temp» 
Nextj 
For j == I To outpulNeurons 
If j= outpulNeurons Then 
oTrnMatrix(i, j) = Val(OneLine) 
Else 
temp = Left(OneLine, InSlr(OneLine, " "» 
oTtnMatrix(i. j) = Val(temp) 








Private Sub mnuFileOpenTcst_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Load a test set" 
If TestExisl And Not TeslSaved Then 
a = MsgBox("Save the test set changes ", vbYesNoCancel + 
vbQuestion) 
If a = vbYes Then 
IllnuFileSaveTest_Click 




, Set an error trap to deted the pressing of the cancel hulton 
On Error OoTo OmitFileOpen 
, Fill the items of the rile Type list hox 
, of the Opcn dinlog hux 
\0 1--,,) 
CDI.Filter = "Test Files (*.tst)I* .tstIAIl Files (*.*)1* .*" 
, Set the default File Type to Test Files (*.ISt) 
CD I.Filterlndex = I 
CDI.DialogTitle = "Open Test File" 
CD I.ShowOpen 'display Open common dialog hox. 
'ReadFile 
If CD I.Filename <> "" Then 
TestExist ;:; True 
TestSaved ;:; True 
Open CDI.Filenarne For Input As#1 
Line Input #1, OneLine 
temp = Left(OneLine, InStr(OncLinc, " "» 
TestlOs = Val(tcrnp) 
ReDim iTestMatrix( I To TestlOs. I To input Neurons) 
ReDim oTcstMatrix( I To TestIOs, I To outputNeuron~) 
For i = I To TestlOs 
Line Input # I. OneLinc 
fool' j = I To input Neurons 
temp = Lcft(OncLinc. InStr(OncLinc. " "» 
iTcstMatrix(i . j);:; Val(temp) 
OneLinc = Right(OneLine, Len(OncLinc) - Len(lel11p» 
Nextj 
For j ;:; I To oUlputNeurons 
If j :: outputNcurons Then 
oTeS1Matrix(i . j):: Val(OncLinc) 
Else 
temp = Left(OneLine. InStr(OneLine. " ") 
oTcstMatrix(i . j) = Val(tcrnp) 








Private Sub mnuFileSave_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6 ).Text = "Save the network,training sct,or test set 
to a file" 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuFileSaveAs_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text ;:; "Write current Illes to .. . " 
End Sub 
Private Suh mnuFileSaveNet_ClickO 
Dim Filename As String 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Save the current network to a file" 
If NetworkExist Then 
IOType::: "net" 
CD I.DialogTitle = "Save Network" 
CD I.Filter ;:; "Network Files (* .net)l* .netlAIl Files (* *)1*. *" 
• Set the default File Type 10 network Files (*.net) 
CD I.FilterIndex ~ I 
If Left(Downstatus.Panels( 1 ).Text. 7) = "network" Then 
, The file hasn't heen saved yet. 
, Get the filename, and then call the save procedure, Gel.FileNarne. 
Filename = Downstatus.Panels( 1 ).Text 
Filename ~ GetFilcName(Filename) 
Else 
, TIle form's Caption contains the name of the open file . 
Filename = Downstatus.Panels( I ).Text 
End If 
, Call the save procedure . .If Filename = Empty , then 
, the user chose Cancel in .the Save As dialog hox; otherwise, 
• save the file. 




Downstatus.Panels( i ).Text = Filename 
End If 
Else 




Private Sub mnuFileSaveSet_ClickO 
Dim Filename As String 
Downstatlls.P,meis(6).Text = "Save the eun-ent training set to a file" 
If TrainExist Then 
IOType = "tm" 
CD I.DialogTitle = "Save Training Sct" 
CDI.Filtcr = "Training Files (*trn)l*trnIAII Files (**)1*.*" 
'Selthe default File Type 10 Training Files (*trn) 
CD!.FiltaIndex = I 
If Left(Downstatus.Panels(2).Text, 5) = "train" Then 
, The file hasn't been saved yet. 
, Get the filename, and then call the save procedure. GetrileNallle. 
Filename = Downstatlls.Panels(2).Texl 
Pilename ::: GetFileName(Filenallle) 
Else 
, The form's Caption contains the name or the open tile. 
Pilcname = Downstatus.Panels(2).Tcxt 
End If 
, Call the save procedure. If Filename = Empty, then 
, the user chose Cancel in the Save As dialog hox: otherwise. 
, save the file. 
If Filennmc <> '''' Then 
SaveFileAs Filename 
Downstatus.Panels(2).Text = Filename 
End If 
Else 




Private Sub mnuFileSaveTest_CliekO 
Dim Filename As String 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Save the current test set to a file" 
If TestExist Then 
IOType = "1st" 
CD I.DialogTitle = "Save Test Data Set" 
CDl.Filter = "Test Files (*.tst)I*.tstIAII Files (**)1*.*" 
, Set the default File Type to test Files (*.tst) 
CDI.FilterIndex = I 
If Left(Downstatus.Panels(3).Text, 4) ::: "test" Then 
'The file hasn't heen saved yet. 
, Get the filename, and then call the save procedure, GetFileName. 
Filename = Downstatus.Panels(3).Tex.t 
Filename == GeIFileName(Filename) 
Else 
'The form's Caption contains the name of the open file . 
Filename == Downstntus.Panels(3 ).Text 
End If 
'Call the save procedure. If Filename = Empty, then 
, the user chose Cancel in the Save As dialog box; otherwise, 
, save the file. 
H Filename <> ,," Then 
SaveFileAs Filename 
Downstatus.Panels(3).Text = Filename 
End If 
Else 
a = MsgBox("There is no test set to save!", vhOKOnly + 
vhInforrnation, "Saving Report") 
End If 
End Suh 
Private Suh mnuHelp_Click() 





Private Sub mnuHelpAbout_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "About VisualNN 1.0 ... " 
aboutFnn.Show 
mainFrm.Enahled = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuHelplns_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "VisualNN instruc tions" 
frmInstructions.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuHelpWhaLClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6),Text = "Information about neurons and weights" 
frmWhatIs.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuRun_ClickO 
Downstatus.Pancls(6).Text = "Test the network" 
End Sub 
Private Suh IIlIl11RunEnd_ Clit:kO 
Downstatus .Pane!s(6) .Text :;o "Testing the network ended" 
No(fin = false 
End Sub 
Private Sub rnnuRunStart._ClkkO 
Dim Result As String 
Downstatus .Panels(6).Text = "Testing the network slaned " 
If TcstExist And NetworkExist Then 
training = False 
inlndex ::: 0 
frm Values.grdIO.Col = 4 
frmVallles.grdIO ,Row = I 
fnnValues.grdIO.Tcxt =" " 
frmValues,grdIO.Co\ = 5 
fnnValues.grdIO.Row = 1 
frmValues.grdIO.Text =" ,. 
frmValues.grdIO.Col = 5 
frmValues.grdIO ,Row = 0 
frmValues.grdIO.FixedAlignmenl(5) = 2 
fnnValues.grdIO.TexL = " " 
RMS =0# 
Notfin = True 
Continue:: False 
Result = "InpuI(s) Output(s) Result(s)" + Chr( 13) + Chr(lO) 
For k = I To TesLiOs 
inlndex = k 
For i = I To inputNeurons 
Result = Result + Format(iTestMalrix(k, i), "0.000") + " " 
Next 
Result ::: Result + " 
For i ::: I To outputNeurons 
Result = Result + Fomlat(oTestMatrix(k, i), "0.000") + " " 
Next 
Result ::: Result + " 
forwardBP 
For i = I To outputNeurons 
Result = Result 'r Format(o(i) , "0.0000") + ., " 
If i ::: outpulNeurons TIlen Result = Result + Chr(l3) + Chr( 10) 
Next 
RMS = RMS + thisError 
If Step Then 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text == "CONTINUE" 
Beep 
Do Until Continue 
If Notfin = False Then Exit Do 
DoEvents 
Loop 
Continue = False 
End If 
If Notfin = False Then Exit Suh 
Next 
'" Vl 
RMS = Sqr(RMS / TestIOs) 
frmValues.grdIO.Col = 4 
frmValues.grdIO.Row == I 
frIl1Values.grdIO.Text = Furmat(RMS, "0.0000") 
Result = Result + "RMS Value: " + Fomlat(RMS, "0.00000") 
frmResult.Show 
frmResult.TextResult.Text = Result 
Else 
a = MsgBox("You must have a network and test set to run.", vl10KOnly + 
vl1Information, "Training Report") 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub mlluTrain_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text", "Train the network" 
End Sub 
Privatc Sub IlllluTrainAlg_ClickO 
Downstutus.Panels(6).Text = "Training algorithms" 
End Suh 
Private Sub mlluTrainAlgBack_ClickO 
Dnwnstatus.Panels(6).Text == "Backpropagalion wilh mOlllentum" 
Algorithm = "BP" 
temp = paramFrm.Caption 
paramFnn.Caption = temp + "(Backpropj" 
paramFrm.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub nmuTrainAlgCon_Click() 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Conjugate gradient with linc search" 
Algorithm = "CG" 
temp = paramFrm.Caption 
paramFrm.Caption :: temp + "[Conjugale Gradient I" 
paramFrm.Show 
End Suh 
Private Sub mnuTrainAlgDelta_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Delta-Bar-Delta" 
Algorithm = "DBD" 
temp = paramFrm.Caption 
paramFrm.Caption = temp + "[Delta-Bar-Delta]" 
paramFrm.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuTrainAlgQuick_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Quickprop" 
Algorithm = "QP" 
temp = pararnFrm.Caption 
paramFrm.Caption = temp + "[Quickprop]" 
paramFrm.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuTrainEnd_ClickO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "Training the network ended" 
Nolfin = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuTrainStart_ClickO 
Dim temp As Single 
Dim epochs As Integer 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
Dim previousRMS As Single 
Downstalus.Panels(6).Text = "Training startcu" 
Continue = False 
If NetworkExist And TrainExisl Then 
training::: True 
epochs = I 
Select Case Algorithm 
Case "BP" 
NOlfin = True 
RMS::: 1# 
While Not"n And epochs <= Max Epochs And RMS > 
Tolerance 
RMS = 0# 
'-0 
0\ 
inlndex := 0 
For k = I To TrnlOs 'Present each I/O pair 
inlndex = inlndex + I 
delay 
forwardBP 'Present each flO pair 
temp = thisError 





If Step Then 
Downstatus ,Panels(6).Text = "CONTINUE" 
Beep 
Do Until Continue 
If Notfin = False Then Exit Do 
DoEvents 
Loop 
Continue = False 
End If 
Next k 
RMS = Sqr(RMS I TrnIOs) 
frmValllcs.grdIO .Co l = 4 
frmValucs .grdIO.Row::: I 
frIllVallles.grdIO.Text = Form<lt(RMS , "O.(){)()()") 
frmError.Graph l.ThisPoint = epochs 
frmError .Graph I.GraphData = RMS 
frmValllcs.grdIO.Col = 5 
frmValucs.grdIO.Text = Str$(cpochs ) 
If epochs = I Then 
frmError.Graph I .Y AxisMax = RMS 
End If 
If epochs 110 = Im(epochs I (0) Theil 
'Update the error graph 
frmError.Graph I.DrawModc = 3 
End If 
epochs = epochs + I 
Wend 
frmError.Graph l.DrawMode = 3 
Beep 
Case "QP" 
Notfin = True 
RMS = 1# 
initializeDeltaWeights 
While Notlin And epochs <= MaxEpoch~ And RMS > 
Tolerance 
RMS =0# 
inlndex = 0 
For k :; I To TrnlOs 
inlndex = inIndex + I 
delay 
rorwardBP 
temp = thisError 





If Step Then 
Downstalus.Panels(6).Te XI = "CONTINUE" 
Beep 
Do Until Continue 
If Notfin = False Then Exit Do 
DoEvents 
Loop 





RMS = Sqr(RMS I TrnIOs) 
frmValues.grdIO.Col = 4 
frmValues.grdIO.Row::;: I 
frmValues.grdIO.Text = Format(RMS, "0.0000") 
frmError.Graph I.ThisPoint = epochs 
frmError.Graph I.GraphData = RMS 
fnnValues.grdIO .Col = 5 
frmValues.grdIO .Text = Slr$(epochs) 
If epochs = I Then 
fnnError.Graph I. Y AxisMax = RMS + 0.1 
End If 
If epochs /10 = Int(epochs 110) Then 
fnnError.Oraph I .DrawMode = 3 
End If 
epochs = epochs + I 
Wend 
fnnError.Graph I.DrawMnc.le = 3 
Beep 
Case "DBD" . Delta-Bar-Delta Algorithm 
Notfin = True 
RMS = 1# 
While Notfin And epochs <== Max Epochs And RMS > Tolera nce 
RMS = 0# 
inlndex = tl 
For k :=: I To TrnlOs 
inlnc.lex = inlndex + I 
c.lelay 
forwardBP 
temp = thisError 





If Step Then 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "CONTINUE" 
Beep 
Do Until Continue 
If Notfin = False Then Exit Do 
DoEvenls 
Loop 
Continue = False 
End If 
Next k 
RMS = Sqr(RMS I TrnlOs) 
frmValues .grdIO.Col ::; 4 
frmValues ,grdIO.Row = I 
fnnValues.grdIO.Text = Formal(RMS. "0.0000") 
fnn ErroLGraph l.ThisPoint = epochs 
frmError.Graph I.OraphData = RMS 
fnnValucs.grdIO.Col = 5 
frmValues .grdIO.Text = Slr$(epochs) 
If epochs = I Then 
frmError.Graph I . Y AxisMax ::;: RMS 
End If 
If epochs / 10= Int(cpochs I 10) Then 
frmError.Graph I.DrawMode :::: 3 
End If 
epochs == epochs + I 
Wend 
frmError.Graph I .DrawMode = 3 
Beep 
Case "CG" 
Notfin = True 
'CO with line search 
i nilial i7.cDeIta Weights 
\0 
00 
RMS = 0# 
in Index = 0 
resetDeltas 
For k = ! To TrnlOs 
inlndex = inlndex + I 
delay 
forwardBP 
temp = lhisError 




If Step Then 
Downstalus,Panels(6).Text = "CONTINUE" 
Beep 
Do Until Continue 
If Notfin :::; False Then Exit Do 
DoEvents 
Loop 
Continue = False 
End If 
Next k 
RMS = Sqr(RMS I TrnIOs) 
frmValues.grdIO.Col = 4 
frIllYnlues.grdIO.Row = I 
frill Valucs.gnIIO.Tcxt = Forlllat( RMS. "D. ()()OO" ) 
frmEnor.Graph l.Thi~Point = epochs 
frrn Ermr.G rnph I.GraphData = RMS 
frmYalucs.grdIO.Col = 5 
frmValucs .grdIO.Text = Str$(epoch~) 
If epochs = I Then 
frmError.Graph I.Y AxisMax = RMS + n. ! 
End If 
epochs = epochs + I 
If RMS < Tolerance Or epochs> MaxEpochs Then 
GoTo OmitNext 
End II' 
previousRMS = RMS 'Store RMS value 
While Notfin And epochs <= Max Epochs And RMS > 
Tolerance 
RMS = 0# 
inlndex = 0 
reset Deltas 
For k = I To TrnIOs 
inlndex = inlndex + I 
delay 
forwardBP 
temp = thisError 




If Step Then 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "CONTINUE" 
Beep 
Do Until Continue 
If Notlin = False TIlCn Exit Do 
DoEvents 
Loop 
Continue = False 
End rr 
Next k 
RMS = Sqr(RMS I TrnIOs) 
frmYalues.grdIO.Col = 4 
frmYalues.grdIO.Row::= I 
frill Yalues.grdIOText = Format(RMS. "O.!)()()()") 
frlllError.Graph I.TIli sPoint :::; epochs 
fnnError.Graph I.GraphData == RMS 
frmValucs.gnllO.Col = 5 
\0 
\0 
rrmValues.grdIO.Text = Str$(epOl.:hs) 
If epochs / 10 = Int(cpochs /10) Then 
frmError.Graph I.DmwMode '" 3 
End If 
epochs = epochs + I 








'Incrense the lenrning rate 
LenrningRate = IncrenseFactor * LearningRate 
If LeamingRate > MaxLearningRate Then 




'Decrease the learning rate 
LearningRatc = DecreaseFactor * LearningRate 
Enu If 
previolJsRMS = RMS 
OrnitNext: 
Wend 




a = MsgBoxC'You must have a network and training set to start training." , 
vbOKOnly + vblnforrnation, "Training Report ") 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuVicw_ClickO 
Downslatus.Panels(6).Text = "View the setlings or e1itTerrn! sLTeens" 
End Suh 
Private Sub mnuViewOptions_ClickO 
Downstalus.Panels(6).Text = "View or edit the settings" 
fnnOptions.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub mnuViewSplicCliI.:kO 
Downstatus.Panels(6).Text = "View error graph and network values" 







Private Sub mnuViewVisual_ClickO 
Downstatus,Panels(6).Text = "View the visual screen" 
mainFml.Width;: 10500 
End Sub 
Alt.ribute VB_Name = "aboutFrm" 
Altribute VB_Creatable = False 
Altributc VB_Exposed = False 
Private Sub FOfm_Unload(Cance! As Integer) 
mainFrm .Enablcd = True 
End Sub 
Private Sub SScmdOK_ClickO 
ahoutFnn.Hidc 
mainFrm .Enahlcd = True 
Illai nFrlll. SctFocu s 
End Suh 
g 
Attribute VB_Name = "frmEdit" 
Attribute VB_Creatable = False 
Attribute VB_Exposed = False 
Public FName As Variant 'Current file name for I/O operatiul's 
Public FilcChanged As Boolean 'Flag for text change 
Private Sub cmdExit_ClickO 
I r Fi leChanged Then 'I f text is changed 111 form the user 
a = Msg80x("Save lhe changes to the file" + FName, vbYesNoCancel + 
vbQuestion) 
I f a = vb Yes Then 
cmdSave_Click 







Private Sub cmdOpen_ClickO 
'If cancel clicked exit the suo 
On Error OoTo Omitf'ileOpen 
Select Cnse 10Type 
Case "nct" 'rile is network type 
CD I.DialogTitle ;: "Open Network File" 
CDI.Filter = "Network Files (*.netll* .netiAII Files (* .* )1 *.*" 
, Set the default File Type to network Files (*.ne!) 
CD I.Filtcrindex = J 
'Gel the file name 
CD \.ShnwOpen 
FName = CDI.Filename 
frmEdiLCaption = frmEdit.Caption + " [" + FNarnc + "I" 
'Load the network file 
Rtext I.LoadFile FName, rtfText 
Case "tm" 'File is training type 
CD I .DialogTitle = "Open Training File" 
CD I.Filler "" "Training Files (* .trn)l*trnIAII Files (* . *)1*. *" 
. Set the default File Type to training Files (* .Irn) 
CD I.Filterlndex = I 
'Oet the file name 
CD I.ShowOpen 
FNatne = CD I.Filename 
frmEdit.Caption = frtnEdil.Caption + " [" + FName + "j" 
'Load the training file 
Rtext I.LoadFile FName, rtfText 
Case "1st" 'File is test type 
CD I.Dia\ogTille = "Open Test Pile" 
CDl.filter = "Test files (*.lst)I*.tstIAII Files (*.*)1* .*" 
, Set the default File Type to test Files (* .tst) 
CD I.FilterIndex = I 
'Oet the tile name 
CD I.ShowOpen 
FName = CD I.Filename 
rrmEdit.Caplion = frlllEdil.Caplion + " '" + FName + "I" 
'Load the test tile 
Rtext I.LoadFile rNarne, rtf Text 
End Select 
FilcChanged = False 'Initially text is not changed 
OmitFilcOpen: 
End Suh 
Private Suo cmdSavc_Click() 
o 
'Save the text as text file 
Rtext I.SaveFile FName, rtHext 
FileChanged = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub Rtext LChange() 
'[ f texl changes Set nag to true 
FileChanged = True 
End Suh 
Attribute VB_Name == "frmlnOut" 
Attrihute VB_Creatable = False 
Attrihute VB_Exposed = False 
'Temporary arrays for 110 pairs 
Private iMatrixO As Single 
Private oMatrixO As Single 
Private oTempO As Single 
Private iTell1p() As Single 
'Initially 20 and im.: reased by 20 
Private MaxIndcx As Integer 
'110 matrix index 
Private Index As Integer 
Private Suh incrcaseMatrixSizeO 
'Increase the 110 matrices hy 20 
Maxlndex == MaxIndcx + 20 
RcDirn iM:1trix(J To Max Index. I To inpulNeurons) As Single 
ReDim oMatrix( I To Max Index. I To oulputNeurons) As Single 
End Sub 
'Print the I/O values to text hox 
Private Sub write2Tcxt() 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
rtextInOuLSetFocus 
SendKeys "{END}" & "{ENTER)", True 
For j = I To inputNeurons 
Send Keys Format(Val(textlnputU - 1).Text), "0.0") & " ", True 
Nexlj 
SendKeys" ", True 
For j = I To oulputNeurons 




'Add the lIO pair to the matrices 
Private Suh cmdAdd_ClickO 
Dim i As Integer 
For i = 0 To inputNeurons - I 
If textInput(i}.Text = '''' Or Val(textInput(i).Text) = -I Then 
a = MsgBox("Enter a valid numher", vhOKOnly + vbCrilical, 
"Invalid Entry") 
textInput( i }.SetFocus 
Exit Sub 
End If 
If Ahs(Valucxtlnput(i).Texl) >= I () Then 
a", MsgBox("lnput value too large", vbOKOnly + vbCritical, 
"Invalid Entry") 






For i = 0 To ou!putNeurons - I 
If tcxtOutpul(i).Text ::: '''' Or Val(textOutput(i).1'ext) = -I Then 





If Val(textOutput(i).Tcxt) < 0 Or Val(tcxtOutput(i).1'cxt) > 1 Then 
a = MsgBox("Output value must be between () and 1 ", vhOKOnly + 





Inuex = Index + I 
If Index> Maxlndex Then 
i ncreaseMatrixSi ze 
End If 
For i ::: I Tn inputNcurons 
iMatrix(lndex, i) = Val(tcxtlnput(i - I ).Tcxt) 
Next 
For i ::: I To output Neurons 
oMalrix(lndcx. i) = Val(textOutput(i - I ).Tcxt) 
Next 
wrile2Tcxl 
For i = 0 To inpulNeurons - I 
[extInput(i) .Text = "" 
Next 
For i = 0 To outputNcurons - I 
lcxtOutputri).Text = "" 
Next 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdCancel_ClickO 
Unload fi1nlnOut 
mainFnn.Enabled = True 
mainFrm.SetFocus 
End Sub 
'Delete the previously entered VO pair 
Private Sub cmdDelete_ClickO 
If Index> 0 Then 
Index = Index - I 
rtextInOut.SelFocus 
For i :: 1 To 4 * (inpulNeurons + outputNeurons) + 6 









Private Sub cmdOK_ClickO 
If Index <= 0 Then 
Unload frmInOut 






If FileSelected == I Then 
TrainSaved = False 
'If training set 
'sct is not saved 
'Initialize the lraining set matrices 
ReDim iTrnMatrix( 1 To Index, I To inputNeurons) 
ReDim oTrnMatrix( I To Index. I To oUlputNcurons) 
'Get the pairs from temporary matrices to training matrices 
For i = I To Index 
For j = I To inputNeurons 
iTrnMatrix(i, j) == iMatrix(i, j) 
Nextj 
For j = I To outputNeurons 
oTrnMatrix(i, j) == oMatrix(i, j) 
Nextj 
Next i 
TrainExist .., True 
TrnIOs = Index 'Set the numher of training pairs 
ElseIf' FileSelected == 2 Then 'If lest set 
TestSavcd = False 
ReDim iTestMatrix( I Tn Index. I To inpulNeurons) As Single 
ReDim oTestMalrix() To Index. I To outpulNcurons I As Sing!..: 
For i = I To Index 
Fur j= I To inputNeuruns 
iTcstMatrix(i, j) = iMalri ;qi. jl 
Nextj 
For j = I To oUlrutNeurons 
oTestMatrix(i . j) = oMatrix(i . j ) 
Nextj 
Next i 
TestExist = True 
TesLlOs == Index 
End If 
Unload fnnInOut 
mainFrm.Enabled = True 
rnainFrm.SetFocus 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_LoadO 
Dim i As Integer 
mainFrm.Enabled = False 
Maxlndex = 20 
ReDim iMatrix( 1 To Maxlndex. I To inputNeurons) As Single 
ReDim oMatrix( I To Maxlndex, I To outputNeurons) As Single 
Index = 0 
For i = OTo 7 
textlnput(i).Enabled = False 
textOutput(i).Enabled == False 
Next 
If FileSelectcd = 1 Then 
frll1lnOu!.Caption =" New training file" 
Else 
frmInOut. Cnption = .. New test file" 
End If 
~ 
'Enable the necessary boxes only 
For i = 0 To inputNeurons - I 
textlnput(i).Enabkd = True 
Next 
For i = 0 To outputNeurons - I 
textOutput(i ).Enabled = True 
Next 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Unload(Canccl As Integer) 
mainFrm.Enabled = Truc 
mainFrm.SctFocus 
End Sub 
Attrihute VB_Name = "frmlnstrllctions" 
Attribute VB_Crcatahlc = False 
Allribute VB_Exposed = False 
Privatc Sub Form_LoadO 
On Error Rcsume Next 
R l.LoadFile "instructions.rtf' 
End Suh 
Attrihute VB_Name = "newFrm" 
Attribute VB_Creutable = False 
Attribute VB_Exposed = False 
Privatc Sub Form_LoadO 
mainFrm.Enahled:::: False 
'Put the (;urrent values to New Net frlrln 
TextHidden.Text :::: hLayers 
TextBias.Text = bias 
TextlnputNcurons.Text == inputNcurons 
TextOutputNcurnns.Text = outpulNeurons 
hidden ITexl.Text :::: h I Neurons 
'if one hidden layer disable second hidden 
If hLayers = I Then 
newFrm.hiddcn2Tcxt.Enabled = False 
hidden2TextText = 0 
Else 
ncwFrm.hiclden2Text.Enahlecl = True 
hidden2Text.Text = h2Neurons 
End If 
TextTresh.Text= LineThreshold 
TextMinMax.Text = MinMax 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Unload(Caneel As Integer) 
mainFrm,Enabled :;; True 
mainFrm.SetFocus 
End Sub 
Private Sub hidden I Text_LostFoeusO 
temp = Val(hidden I Texl.Text) 
If temp < I Or temp> 8 Then 
a = MsgBox("Minimum I, maximum 8 hidden layer neurons", 
vhOKOnly + vbCritical. "Invalid Entry") 
hidden I Text.Text = 2 
hidden I Text.SelFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub hidden2Tcx!_LostfocusO 
temp = Val(hidden2TeXI.Text) 
If temp < I Or tcmp > !l Then 
a = M~gBox("Minilllul1l I, maximullI R hidden layer neurons", 
vhOKOnly + vhCritical. "Invalid Entry") 






Private Sub newCancel_CliekO 
Unload newFrl11 
mainFrl11.Enabled ::0 True 
mai n F rl11. S etFoe us 
End Sub 
Private Sub newCreatc_ClickO 
'Get the values from the form 
h I Neurons = Val(hidden ITcxt.Tcxt) 
h2Neuruns = Val(hidden2Tcxt.Texn 
hias = Val(TcxtBias.Text) 
hLaycrs = Val(TexIHidden.Tcxt) 
inrutNcurons = Val(TextinputNclIrons.Text) 
MinMax = Val(TextMinMax.Text) 
output Neurons = Val(TextOutputNcurons.Tcxt) 
LincThrcshold = Val(TextTresh.Texl) 
'Now a network exist. Enable the Training and Tcst 
'Set creation and opening options 
mainFrm.rnnuFilcNcw5ct.Enabled = True 
mainFrm.InnuFilcNewTesl.Enahlcd = True 
mainFrm.ml1uFiIcOpcnSct.Enabled = True 
mainFrm.mnuFileOpenTcst.Enabled = True 
'Initiali7.e everything 
initial i zcGrdValucs 
initial izeNet 









'Reset the error graph 
frmError.Graph I.DataReset = I 
NetworkExist = True 




Private Suh TextBias_LostFocusO 
If TexIBiasText = "" Then 
a = MsgBox(" I.With hias O.Wilhnut hias", vhOKOnly + vhCrilical, 
"Invalid Entry") 
TextBias.Text = () 
TextBias.SelFocus 
Else 
temp = Val(TextBias.Text) 
If temp <> 0 And temp <> I Then 
a = MsgBox(" I.With bias O.Without bias", vbOKOnly + 
vbCritical , "Invalid Entry") 





Private Sub TcxtHidden_LostFocuso 
ICTextHidden.Text = "" Then 
a = MsgBox{" I or 2 bidden layer", vbOKOnly + vhCritical, "Invalid 
entry") 





temp == ValtTextHidden.Textl 
If temp = 2 Then 
hidden2Text.Enabled = True 
hidden2Text.Text = 1 
ElseH temp = I Then 
hidden2Text.Enabled = False 
Else 
a = MsgBox(" I or 2 hidden layer", vbOKOnly + vbCritical, "Invalid entry") 





Private Suh TextInputNeurons_LostFocus() 
temp::::: Val(TcxtInputNeurons.Text) 
If temp < I Or temp> 8 Then 
a = MsgBox("MinilT1ull1 I. maximum 8 input neurons". vhOKOnly + 
vbCritical. "Invalid Entry") 




Private Suh TextMinMax_LoslFocusO 
Style == vhOKOnly + vhCritical . Define buttons. 
Title = "Invalid Entry" 'Define tilk. 
lemp = ValtTcxlMinMax.Tcxt) 
If temp < () Then 
a = MsgBox(" Less than 0 is nO! a valid range", Style, Title) 




Private Suh TextOutputNeuruns_LostFncus() 
temp = Val(TcxtOutputNcurnnsTcxt) 
If temp < I Or temp> 8 Then 
a = MsgBoxC'Minimum I, maximull1 8 output neurons", 
vbOKOnly + vbCritieal, "Invalid Entry") 




Private Sub TextTresh_LostFocusO 
Style = vbOKOnly + vbCritical ' Define buttons. 
Title = "Invalid Entry" 'Define litle. 
temp = Val(TextTresh.Text) 
If temp < 0 Then 
a = MsgBox(" Less than 0 is not it valid threshold value". Style. 
Tille) 




Attribute VB_Name = "frmOptions" 
Attribute VB_Creatable = False 
Attribute VB_Exposed = False 
Dim MaxChanged As Boolean 




Private Sub emdOK_ClickO 
'Get the values from the form 
Speed = scrolSpeed.Value 
Step = OplionStep.Valuc 
PositiveColor = Comho I.Text 
NegativcColor = Cornbo2.Texl 
GaugcMax = VaI(TcxtAddcr.Tcxt) 
s 
If MaxChanged Then initializeNeurons 
IncreaseFactor = Val(TextIF.Text) 
DecreaseFactor = Val(TextDF.Text) 
SuccessRange = Val(TextSR.Text) 
THETA == Val(TcxtTHETA.Text) 
PHI :=: Val(TextPHLText) 
If Step Then 'Show continue button 
mainFrm.Dowllslatus.Panels(4).Visible = True 
mainFrm.DowlIstatus.Panels(5). Visible = False 
mainFrm.Downstatus.Panels(4).Bevel = sbrRaised 
Else 'Show stop button 
mainFrm . Downstatus.Panels( 4). Visible = False 
muinFrm.Downstatus.Panels(5).Visible = True 
mainFrm.Downstatus.Panels(5).Bevel = sbrRaiscd 
End If 
Unload fnnOptions 
ma i nFrrn .Sct FOCllS 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo I_ DropDownO 
CD I.Color = Combo l.Text 
CD I.ShowColor 
Combo I.Text = CD I.Color 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo I_GotFocus() 
OptionSlatus.SimpleText = ,,(,()Ior for positive values (input, output, and adder 
function)" 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo2_DropDownO 
CD I.Color = Combo2.Text 
CD I.ShowColor 
Comb02.Text = CD I.Color 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo2_GotFocusO 
OptionSlatus.SimpleText = "Color for negative values (input, output. 
and adder function)" 
End Sub 
'Load the values to the form 
Private Sub Form_LoadO 
scrolSpeed.Value == Speed 
OptionStep.Vallie = Step 
OptionFull.Value:; Not Step 
Combo I .Text = PositiveColor 
Combo2.Text = NcgaliveColor 
TextAdder.Text = GaugeMax 
MaxChanged :::: False 
TextIF.Text = IncreaseFactor 
TexlDF.Text = DecreaseFactor 
TextSR.Texl = SuccessRange 
TextTHETA.Text = THETA 
TextPH1.Text:::: PHI 
End Sub 
Private Sub OptionFull_ClickO 
OptionStalus.SimpleText = "Simulation will continue until it 
ends(training and testing)" 
OptionSlep.Value = False 
OptionFulJ.Value :: True 
End Sub 
Private Sub OptinnStcp_ClickO 
OptiollStatus.SimpleText = "Simulation will stop after each 




OptionStep.Value == True 
End Sub 
Private Sub scrolSpeed_GotFocusO 
OptionStatus.SimpleTcxt =- "Simulation spt!ed" 
End Sub 
Private Sub TextAdder_ChangeO 
If Val(TextAdder.Text) > 0 Then 
MaxChangcd = True 
Else 
TextAdder.Text = GaugeMax 
End If 
End Sub 
Pri vale Sub TextAddcr_ GotFocus() 
OptionStatus.SimplcText = "Maximum value of the adders(visual part only)" 
End Sub 
Private Sub TcxlDF _ChangcO 
OptionStntus.SirnpleTcxt = "Simulation will continue until it cndsOrnining and 
tesri ng)" 
End Suh 
Private Sub TextDF _GotFocusO 
OptionStalUs.SimpleText = "Learning rate dClTcasc factor in the case of search 
fail" 
End Sub 
Private Sub TexlIF _GotFocusO 
OptionStatus.SimplcText = "Learning rate increase factor in the case of 
successful search" 
End Suh 
Private Suh TextPHI_GotFm:usO 
OptionStalus.SirnpleText = "Learning rate dClTcment factor" 
End Sub 
Privatc Sub TextSR_ChangeO 
OptionStatus.SimpleText =- "Maximulll RMS difference for successful 
search" 
End Sub 
Private Sub TextSR_GotFocusO 
OptionStatus.SimpleText = "Maximum RMS difference for successful 
search" 
End Sub 
Private Sub TextTHETA_GotFocusO 
OptionStatus.SimpleText = "Weight factor for previous gmdient" 
End Sub 
Attribute VB_Name:::: "paramFrm" 
Allribute VB_Creatable = False 
Attribute VB_Exposed :::: False 
Private Sub Form_LoadO 
'Enable everything at the beginning 
textLRate.Visible :::: True 
Label2.Visible = True 
LabelS.Visible = False 
textMomentum,Visible "" True 
Label3.Visible = True 
textMaxGrowth.Visihle = True 
Label5.Visible == True 
textSwitch.Visible = True 
Label6.Visible = True 
TextMax.Visible = True 
Labcl7.Visible = True 
'Put thc values to the form 
textLRatc.Text = LearningRate 
tcxtMomentunl.Text = Momentum 
textEpochs.Text = MaxEpochs 
tcxtTolerancc.Text = Tolerance 
o 
\Q 
tcxlMaxGrowlh.Text = MaxFactor 
texlSwitchTexl = SwitchThreshold 
TextMax.Text = MaxLearningRate 
'Disahle the unnecessary parameters for the algorithm 
If Algorithm = "BP" Then 
tcxtMaxGrowth.Visible:= False 
LabeIS.Visible:= False 
textSwitch.Visible := False 
Label6.Visiblc = False 
TextMax.Visiblc = False 
Label7.Visible = False 
End Ir 
If Algorithm = "QP" Then 
TextMax.Visihle = False 
Label7.Visible = False 
End If 
If Algorithm = "DBD" Then 
Lahcl8 .Visible = True 
textMomcntul1l . Visible = False 
Label3.Visihlc = False 
lextMaxGrowlh.Visihle = False 
Label5.Visible = False 
textSwilch.Visiblc = False 
Lahel6.Visihle = False 
End If 
If Algorithm = "CG" Then 
Lahel8.Visihle = True 
tcxlMomentlllll.Visiblc = False 
Labcl~. Visihle = False 
tcxlMaxGrowlh.Visiblc = False 
LahelS.Visihle = False 
textSwitch.Visihle = False 
Labcl6.Visible = False 
End If 
mainFrm.DownSlalus.Panels(6).Tcxt = "Enter the" + Algorithm + " 
parameters for training" 
End Sub 
Private Sub paramTab_Click(PreviollsTab As Integer) 
'paramFrm.paramPan.Caption = "Enter" + 
paramFrm.paramTab,Caption + " parameters" 
End Sub 
Private Sub paramTab_DblClickO 
paramFrm.paramPan.Rcfrcsh 
End Suh 
Private Sub SSCommanu I_ClkkO 
'OK button clicked 
'Get the values from the form 
LearningRate = Val(textLRate.Texl} 
Momentum = Val(textMomentumText) 
MaxEpochs = Val(textEpochsText) 
Tolerance = Val(textTolcranceText) 
MaxFactor = Val(textMaxGrowth.Texl) 
SwitchThreshold = Val(lexISwitchText) 
MaxLearningRate = Val(TcxtMax.Text) 
'Set error graph 
frmError.Graph I.NlImPoinls = MaxEpochs 
frmError.Graph l.LabelEvcry = Int(MaxEpochs / 10) 
mainFrm.mnuTrainStart.Enahled = True 
paramFrm.Caption = temp 
Unload paramFrm 
End Sub 
Pri vate Suh SSCommand2J'IickO 
'Cancel button clicked 




Private Sub textEpochs_GotFocuso 
pararnPan.Caption:::: "Maximum numher or prescntations of trni'1inl! set" 
End Suh 
Private Suh textLRate_GotFocusO 
paramPan.Capliol1 = "Learning rate parameter for training the network" 
End Sub 
Private Suh TextMax_GotFocuso 
paramPan.Caption:::: "Max. allowable learning rate value" 
End Suh 
Private Suh tcxtMaxGrnwth_Gotr:ocus() 
paramPan.Capliull:::: "A weight cannot grow more than this value *' previQus" 
End Sub 
Private Suh textMolllcntulll_GotFocusO 
ptlramPan.Captinn = "Momentum parameter for training the network" 
End Sub 
Private Suh tcxtSwitch_GotFm:us() 
paramPan.Caption =: "Weight updatc is done by hackprop hetween - and + this 
value" 
End Sub 
Private Suh textTolerance_GotFocus() 
paramPan.Caption = "Max. allowable RMS error value" 
End Suh 
Attribute VB_Name:::: "frmResult" 
Attrihute VB_Creatablc :::: False 
Attrihute VB_Exposed::: False 
Private Sub Forrn_Unload(Cnnccl As Integer) 
m ai nF rm. SetF oc us 
End Sub 
Attribute VB_Name:::: "frm Whatls" 
A\tribute VB_Creatable :::: False 
Attrihute VB_Exposed == False 
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